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Happy Holidays!

A campus divided
Looking back at an emotional semester
Pegeen Quinn
Contributing Writer
On a typical weekday
night recently, four female
students were in their townhouse,
going about their usual work. One
sat on the couch studying with her
boyfriend as two cleaned dishes
in the kitchen. The last student
informed her housemates of her
schedule before she headed out
the door. A moment later she
returned and said "I forgot my
mace."
During the past three
months, Fairfield University has
experienced a semester like none
other in recent history. The
occurrence of hate crimes on
campus, most particularly one
case of vandalism, has turned the
Fairfield community upside
down. In the early hours of
October 20, a threat was written
in a bathroom stall in Gonzaga
hall, which caused the campus to
erupt. The University community
responded through various outlets,
including a rally, security
precautions, and a diversity pledge
and button campaign. Though it

has been a time of pain, confusion,
and shock, Fairfield is not alone.
Statistics show that similar
incidents are taking place at other
colleges and universities.
Throughout this ordeal,
students have had mixed reactions.
"I think it's an individual
that's just very close-minded and
very angry for whatever reason,"
senior Allyson Weiss said.
Chris Deis, '97, IRHG
representative of AHANA, said,
"I think everyone at the University
needs to realize that we are all
prejudice. We are all from
different worlds. We need to have
an honest look at ourselves."
Many feel that now is
the time to let the dust settle and
review what has happened, as
sophomore Mike Reardon
explained, "You have to allow
time to heal."
At the Fairfield Security
Department, hate crimes are
categorized as bias cases. Since
September, there have been two
reports of harassing phone calls,
the discovery of anti-semitic
newspapers near Fairfield Prep,
and eight reported cases of

vandalism in residence halls. The
case of October 20 involved
graffiti professing white
supremacy and threatening the
lives of female minority students.
The message was signed "The
KKK," and decorated with
swastikas. The following morning,
all students received two letters in
their boxes, one from the
University President, Rev.
Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J., and one
fromFUSA president Christopher
Pilkerton. Each voiced his anger,
informed students what measures
had been taken, and called students

together.
All over campus, there
were personal reactions of fear,
shock, anger, and disgust. Chris
Deis said, "I was upset they had
the audacity to threaten the women.
Threats hurt, but when you raise it
to the level to threaten women,
that's a low blow, really dirty."
Mike
Reardon, a
member of the recently developed
Multicultural Task Force, said "My
first reaction was frustration
mostly. We had just had a unity
rally the night before. We thought
we had been making some
progress."

Allyson Weiss is also a
member of the task force. Her
parents took quick action. "My
mom and dad came up that day.
They wanted to make sure I was
safe...My mom bought me a
beeper. Myfriend'sfatherbought
pepper mace for our whole
house."
In contrast to those •
disturbed Fairfield community
members, senior Ken Owens felt
no shock at all, stating, "I wasn't
surprised. I've almost become
desensitized to it. I just thought,
'Here we go again'."
The
University
community attended a inity rally
on October 21, inciting a variety
of reactions. Reardon felt the
rally was beneficial, saying, "The
convocation was really inspiring.
It brought everyone together."
Yet some students were
not impressed. "I thought it was
farcical, a waste of time," Deis
said. "They could have used the
time and money for better things.
It was a political action so they
could make themselves look

(Continued on page 3)

Fairfield professor receives Fulbright
Caitlin Whelan
News Editor

Physics professor Jack Beal will do
research in Budapest nest year.
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Dr. Jack W. Beal,
associate professor of physics, is
the recipient of a Fulbright Grant
to lecture and conduct research
for six months at the Technical
University of Budapest in
Hungary. , The J. William
Fulbright Foreign Scholarship
Board and the United States
Information Agency announced
the award.
Dr. Beal is the third
member of the Fairfield
University faculty to receive a
Fulbright in the past year.
Additionally, three students in
the Class of 1994, Jennifer
Sorenson, Alycen McAuley, and
Alicia Smith, were awarded
Fulbright Grants and are
currently studying in Hungary,
Bolivia, and Morocco.
Dr. Beal is on leave
from Fairfield this semester to.
conduct research at MIT as a
Visiting Research Scientist. In
Budapest, he will study how to
improve the quality of the
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atmosphere by determining the
materials that compose the dust
breathed in in Hungary.
A
member
of
Fairfield's faculty since 1986,
Dr. Beal spent nearly 25 years in
industry, government, and U.S.
National Laboratories. He is a
graduate of Texas Technological
University and Michigan State
University.
Prior to his position at
Fairfield, Beal was involved in
research concerning advanced
accelerator
design
and
development, and in the
technology associated with
fusion power development.
While at Fairfield, he
has been studying environmental
science. His research focuses on
the composition and sources of
airborne pollutants.
Last semester, Beal
served as associate dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences.
Dr. Beal is one of 2,
000 Americans who will travel
abroad in 1994-95 under the
Fulbright Program, established
in 1946 by Sen. J. William
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Fulbright
to
increase
understanding between people
of the United States and of other
countries.
The program is run by
the U.S. Information Agency
and
several
private
organizations. Funding for the
program is shared by thirtyseven foreign governments.
Following his research
on air quality in the New York
Metropolitan area, Dr. Beal
determined that the local air
quality is "good and getting
better," according to a
University press release. He
attributes the improvement to
the elimination of lead from
gasoline, and new technology
which decreases power plant
exhaust.
Beal praised the rising
public awareness of the
problems pollution can create.
In his research, he has collected
harmless amounts of iridium, a
heavymetal found underground,
that have drifted here from the
Philippines following the
eruption of Mount Pinatubo in
1991.
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Campus Beat
Caitlin Whelan
News Editor
* A harassing phone call was reported from Claver Hall on November 15. Security was able to tie in the
case to previous reports of harassing phone calls, and identify the persons involved as non-student guests
of a student. The non-students were issued Criminal Trespass Warnings and the student host is going
through the Judicial Process.
* Several motor vehicle accidents have occured over the past two weeks. The first happened in the Regis
lot on November 17, involving two vehicles and no injuries. The next day, four vehicles were involved
in an accident, also in the Regis lot. The drivers were all students and were treated for minor injuries. On
November 30, a minor motor vehicle accident was reported in the Nursing lot, followed that afternoon by
a minor accident in the Loyola lot. Another minor accident occured at the Maintenance complex on
December 2, and a final incident the morning of December 3 in front of Fairfield Prep.
* Two more cases of bias-related graffiti have been reported to security. Both were discovered in the men' s
room of Nyselius Library; the first on November 28, and the second on December 2. In both cases, racial
slurs were written on the walls of the room. Security is investigating the incidents and still determining
whether the two cases are related to each other. The Fairfield Police are also involved in the investigation.

Campus Crier
Masses will be held to day for the Feast of the Immaculate
Conception at 8:00 am, 12:10 pm, 4:40 pm, and 7:00 pm, in the Egan
Chapel.
Theatre Fairfield presents "Starting Here, Starting Now"
in the Pepsico Theater tonight at 8:00 pm. Showings also will be
Friday at 8:00 pm, Saturday at 4:00 & 8:00 pm, and Sunday at 3:00
pm. For ticket information, call the ticket office at ext. 4227.
The FUSA movie bus to the Fairfield/Bridgeport movie
theater will leave from the Campus Center Friday at 6:35,7:10,8:35,
& 9:10 pm. It will return at 9:25, 11:10, & 12:30 pm.
Come support the Lady Stags at the Warner's Classic at
Alumni Hall Saturday, December 10. Consolation Game: 2:00 pm;
Championship Game: 4:00 pm.
FUSA presents Hypnotist Jim Wand! Saturday, December 10 in the Campus Center Oak
Room at 7:00 & 9:00 pm.
Men's Ice Hockey pla\*.he University of Scranton Saturday at 8:00 pm at Wonderland of Ice in
Bridgeport.
The Advent Christmas Mass will be Sunday at 7:00 & 10:00 pm in the Egan Chapel.

Classifieds
***Spring Break '95*** CANCUN, BAHAMAS, JAMAICA, SOUTH PADRE, MARGARITA
ISLAND, PANAMA CITY, DAYTONA BEACH. SELL 15 TRIPS AND TRAVEL FREE! CALL
BREAKAWAY TOURS AT 1-800-214-8687. TRIP DISCOUNT JUST FOR APPLYING! LET'S GO
FAIRFIELD!!
Travel Abroad and Work. Make up to $2,000-$4,000+/mo. teaching basic conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages required. For
information call: (206) 632-1146 ext. J50841.
TRA VEL FREE TO CANCUN, NASSA U, JAMAICA, & SOUTH PADRE ISLAND. SPRING
BREAK WITH SUN BOUND VACATIONS. ORGANIZE A SMALL GROUP OF 15 AS A COLLEGE
REP. CALL 1-800-4-SUN-BOUND FOR DETAILS.
**Spring Break '95** America's #1 Spring Break Company! Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona &
Panama! 110% Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15 friends and TRAVEL FREE! Earn highest
commissions! (800) 32-TRAVEL.
Christmas Cash? Used Air Jordans '85-'91 ed. and late 70's to early 80's Nike running shoes,
up to $200. 1-800-873-3538 ext. 3
STUDENTS: Over 120 American manufacturers need you to assemble products at home. Circuit
boards, jewelry, holiday decorations, etc. Earn $280 to $652 weekly. Part-time/full-time. Experience
unnecessary/will train. You're paid weekly. Call 1-602-680-7444 Ext. 1001C.
Christmas/January Break. HELP WANTED: Local branches of international firm have
several opeinings. Earn $800- $1600 in 2-6 week work program. Part and full time, flex scheduling
available. Ideal for resume, secure a summer position with advancement opportuinities. Internships
possible. Apply now, begin after exams. Openings throughout CT, MA, and NY. Call 203-454-0577.
DRUMMER NEEDED FOR BAND. ORIGINALS & COVERS. LOOKING FOR LIGHT &
JAZZY STYLE. INFLUENCES RANGE FROM REM TO TOWER OF POWER. PLEASE CALL
MATT AT 255-6504 (MATT); 256-6046 (CHRIS).
Great Sound for Sale— Nikko 68 watt/channel receiver ($200); pair of 3-way floor standing
speakers (w/10" woofers) ($200 for the pair); ADC graphic equalizer ($75); custom walnut speaker stands
($100 for the pair). Call Ken at 374-5640 before 8 pm.

Cheers

Boos

..to going home for the first time
in eight months..to awesome
housemates who drive you to the
airport..to sunny days..to having
no snow in the ground!..to not
being an obnoxious drunk..to
Christmas lights and snowflakes
hanging from the ceiling..to
housemates who make tacos for
everyone..to not wearing black at
195 nights..to 15 minutes of
madness in the Pub..to the star of
the FUN network..to my 'loose
cannon' dance partner at 195—
thanks for not dropping me!..to
successfully avoiding the ex at
195..to the Green Turtle
chaperones at 195..to wearing
Sambas and Semiformal dress..to
finding a lost buddy in my alcove
on Wednesday..to the guy who
carried my purse and high heels
home from the TH's..to Friday
afternoon walks in the rain..to
crazy Chinese fire drills..to big
stars and big scandals..to apples
and yogurt..to YMCA's IRHG—
it was an awesome roll call..to the
Fairfield delegation at Neacurh..to
CR's—maybe next time, Babs..to
singing church songs..to the
Linguini Lentil boy..to freedom
rock..to friends from elementary
school..to to big, bad, Bucky the
Badger..to carpet picnics..to the
ladies of Regis L.to birthday
dinners at Bertucci's..to the three
best
future
housemates
(hopefully), .to Italian Dinners for
4..to sex store run..to "taking one
too many to the chin!". .to the RA
on Campion 1 who comes over at
the drop of a hat. .to residents who
major in theater (nightmare)..to
sneaking out of duty and hiding
in Loyola..to the Loyola 3 South
RA-because you are always my
D&D date..to friends who stay
your friends through the tough
times (TH 104-Thanks)..to RAs
who run trips to Boston..to the
Jogues III North RA-because he
kept me sane last week..to being
off my crutches..to Hockey for
getting a job..to the 4:00 AM
laundry club..to chillin with Jean
on the bus..to our old pal Mr.
Jenkins from Metro North..to
swimming naked in the sound..to
swim team captains that let you
use their shower to warm up after
swimming in the sound-Thanx
S.L..to acquiring souvenir
mailboxes., to getting home with
a little help from your friends..to
playing matchmaker and making
it work(Good luck MM and
CM)..to Regis 115(nough
said)..to seeing "In Transition" in
New York..to the guy in the
striped shirt who missed his train
stop..To Mae Mail Room-thank
you for a job well done..to the
upcoming 80s party..to everyone
being 2L.to hound dogs..to
Natalie suspended above the pitand falling in..to Jamie's "fun in
the jungle:.".

..to slippery floors..to bartenders
who don't know how to make
good drinks..to realizing how
much
time
is
left..to
temperamental
Christmas
lights..to people who lie just to
start a fight..to leaving 195
without the guy you wanted to
hang out with all night..to being
the oldest people on the shuttle..to
still waiting for a hickey from
Kenickie..to not enough
chapstick in Buffalo..to getting
dissed
while
playing
Psychiatrist..to guys who go to
hooters instead of the dance..to
Lost in Bridgeport..to many little
talks..to Milwacky..to people
who never pick up their mail..to
friends whose lives revolve
around their boyfriends..to your
candidate not winning the
election..to going .without mail
for three weeks..to liking a guy
and learning the feeling is not
mutual..to girls who keep getting
a constant number of dates and
bragging about it..to RID..to
Fairfield scammers..to mean
drunks that say f—..to no drafts
at Kelly's..to washing sheets..to
randoms who visit at 3am..to the
RAK program..to townies..to
hookups at Kelly's..to Blondie in
the Hacker..to Agida in the
house..to Affy and Alchy
alerts..to falling from the top
bunk..to stepping on a nail..to SH
visitors who get you in trouble..to
getting sick on Pizza Hut..to rainy
days..to campus wide ailments..to
heat turned up too high..to
everyone wanting something
from you..to waiting and waiting
and still waiting..to lasts..to not
being able to come back and
spend New Year's Eve with your
friends, .to losing your friend from
New Rochelle somewhere on
campus..to the Cowboys
losing..to being the only freshman
at a beach party then having to go
swim in the sound..to uptight
roommates..to not knowing
where you stand..to the
matchmaker not hooking up
because of a boyfriend at
home(but that's life)..to hooking
up with a good friend and
regretting it..to guys who send
mixed signals..to Claudine: No
you can't have the English
assignment..to powder laundry
detergent, .to six months off the
saucc.to size 48 's who insist that
they're 2's..to clocks that never
tell the correct time..to friends
who don't understand when
you're going through a tough
time..to being behind in life (not
just classes)..to almost getting
arrested at 7-1 L.to missing
former RAs who are at Catholic
U..to not being able to be a
senior..to exs who act like jerks
at the beach (you know who you
are)..
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A campus divided

Christmastime: not just
eggnog and evergreens
(Editor's Note: This
article was originally run on
December 12, 1991, and was
written by then Editor-in-Chief
Christina Hennessey.)
If one was to provide a
definition of Christmas from
merely watching the customs of
modern culture, the idea of
Christmas would incorporate
shopping, the Claus clan, and
eating.
Now shopping isn't
necessarily bad and the Clauses
and their band of merry elves can
probably really cut the rug when
they want to and no one can eat
just one Christmas cookie. But
ever since Christmas became
more of an event than a
celebration, the modern Yuletide
season has become far removed
from the Christmases of yore.
December, after all, has
always been a time of festival, as
ancient peoples often celebrated
the winter solstice that signaled
the rebirth of the sun, ensuring
that the days would soon be
warmer.
The Romans, before
Christianity, used this time to
celebrate peace and goodwill.
Rome was the first to celebrate
the birth of Christ. The Roman
Saturnalia, which also falls near
December 25, is a festival
celebrated for seven days, in
which all convention was thrown
to the wind and people wanted to
bestow gifts upon one another.
Granted, the Roman
locals didn't go down to the mall
to pick up that to-die-for new
outfit to wrap and stick a bow on,
but the message behind this
giving was that at this time the
negative qualities of humans
were siderailed b.y a more
generous nature.

A
definition
of
Christmas, which includes
shopping, then may not be that
much off the mark. This practice
of shopping, though heavily
commercialized, continues
through the sentiments of charity,
peace, and goodwill to all
creatures, further tying in with the
pre-Christian and early Christian
love and glorification of nature.
Now, to find the origins
of that fellow who manages to get
down everybody' s chimney in one
night, one must begin the search
in German traditions, in which
Father Christmas went around,
albeit not as merrily as Santa in
his sleigh, to hand out the toys.
And according to "A Book of
Christmas," by William Sansom,
there is a "Protestant angel
figure...Christkindl" that is the
gift-bearer.
In German traditions,
Father Christmas could be
accompanied by an attendant who
would be responsible for
punishing the bad boys and girls.
Santa is partly fabricated
from a real person named St.
Nicholas, who- was a bishop of
Myra in Asia in the fourth century.
He has been attributed as saving
three boys who were murdered by
a butcher and then cut up. He was
able to bring the boys back to life
and thus became known as a
guardian and protectorof children.
The German Christ
Child, who was the gift-bearer,
was called the Christkindl in the
United States and thus Kris
Kringle was born to American
tradition, as the name became
verbally slurred.
There are other mystical
gift-bearers around the world,
including Kolyada, a girl who
delivered gifts to the Russians in
prerevolutionary days and the
Father Christmas of Sweden,

(Continued from page 1)
better in the eyes of the world."
Soon afterwards, the
University began a campaign for
individuals to sign a commitment
pledge to diversity, entitling them
to a button that read "Fairfield
Together!"
While some
University members felt that this
gave a positive direction to the
community, others were more
apprehensive. Deis just didn't
buy it, saying, "Americans have a
three day attention span, and for
Fairfield, it's one day. How many
people still have the pins on? They
feel they've done their good deed
for the day and that they've done
something for the AHANA
student ,hut they really haven't."
As students returned to
their daily lives, some found it
natural to become defensive,
unsure of who to blame. Nilanthi
Chinniah '95 said, "For a while, at
night, I would avoid groups of
people. Normally I smile at people
as I pass, but I would look
away.. .maybe one of them doesn' t
like me."
While some people
believed the hate crimes were
carried out by one person, others
thought a group of people were
responsible. Either way, few leads
have
developed, making
security's
investigation
increasingly difficult.
Meanwhile,
many
members of the community search
for the reasons behind this hateful
incident. Larri Mazon believes
that these things are a part of a
natural cycle. "As blacks entered
Congress, the KKK arose," he
said,
adding that
such
developments parallel what is
happening at Fairfield. "Because
we are increasing diversity here it
is almost expected that there will
be some conflict."
Ken Owens gave a
similar explanation for the
problem, stating, "I think it's
because Fairfield has been your
typical Irish Catholic University.
Now that they are trying to
diversify it, people react. The
more we try to diversify it. the
worse it gets."
Research has highlighted
the struggle of minority students
at
predominantly
white
universities. A study by Peter L.
HenderSon of the University of
Maine concluded that, "adapting
to a predominantly white
university is threatening for a
majority of black students. Four
years of hostility, isolation,
insensitivity, and sorrow are

Jultomten, a gnomish character.
The popularization of
this figure apparently occurred
after Thomas Nast, in Harper's
Illustrated Weekly, drew a figure
based on a poem about St.
Nicholas. This conception of
jolly ole' St. Nick, according to
Sansom, was that "He is clad
from neck to toe in what looks
like a combination suit made of
woolish fur. He had a short
round hat...and he is a smallish
elfin or gnome figure, rotund,
red-faced, and grotesque."
That is a far call from
the Santa that stares at us from
cards. This Santa is a ripe, jolly
old soul who apparently eats
quite well.
And why does he have
so much to eat? Christmas not
only is the season of giving, it is
the season of eating—and eating
lots.
The Christmas feast
comes from centuries of feasting,
in which food and drink flowed
freely. Christmas pudding is very
entrenched in ritual as it has its
origins way back in the Saturnalia
celebration. The wassail bowl
had a hot beer mulled with apples.
This drink was passed around in
home celebrations to incorporate
the feeling of good cheer.
While roasted pig was
a main course in old feasts,
Christmas dinner still tends to
hit the grand scale as families
rely on a bounteous spread to
welcome family and friends alike
during the holiday season.
Christmas, then, while
highly commercialized and
rather rushed, due to our fast
paced environment, has as its
backdrop a very deep and rich
tradition that places the elements
of charity, goodwill, and peace
to a darkened world.

New lectors installed
Caitlin Whelan
News Editor
Following a four session
training program this fall, twelve
students were installed as lectors
on Sunday, November 20. The
installation took place at the 7pm
Mass in the Egan Chapel of St.
Ignatius Loyola. They include
members of the classes of '96,
'97, and '98.
The new lectors are, in
the first row: Katherine Burke
'96, Jessica Napp '98, Francine
Muratore '97, and Christine
Donzella '96, Lector co-leader.
In the second row:
Jessica Martinesi '98, Christine

Lograno '98, Michael Brewster
'97, Giselle Villa-Real '97, and
Caroline Lenox '95, Lector coleader.
In the third row: Carolyn

Rusaickas, Chaplain for the
lectors, Elena Pienkowski '97,
Matthew Pitucco '98, Tracy
Hollywood '98, and Graziella
D'Agata '96.

PREGNANT?
CALL THE HOPELINE 1 -800-203-HOPE
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
CONFIDENTIAL
ALL WELCOME
Honest Explanation of All Facts
Full Discussion of All Options
"A Friend You Can Talk To!"
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HOPELINE
WOMEN'S
£tej( CENTEIL^
*i '
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VALID WITH STUDENT ID
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(>^CQUIE'S

(1-800-203-4673)

a day

almost certain."
Over the past several
years, diversity has become a hot
issue at colleges and universities
across the nation. Ranging from
Harvard to the University of
Kansas, schools are incorporating
diversity courses in to their
offerings, and in some cases their
requirements. Alan Cubbage of
Drake University said, "We want
to turn out kids who aren't going
to just graduate and go to work in
Iowa; we want them to go out in
the world."
The integration of such
programs has also become a part
of Fairfield's agenda. During
August, a group of students and
staff spent eight days in Oaxaca,
Mexico, resulting in the formation
of the Multicultural Task Force.
Student representatives of
different backgrounds were asked
to join. On the trip, they completed
volunteer work while getting to
know one another. The task force
now meets weekly on campus.
The group will be renamed
TEAM, an acronym for'Together
Effectively
Achieving
Multiculturalism," and plans
eventually to offer programs in
the residence halls on diversity
issues.
Throughout
the
commotion, community support
remained a vital factor on campus.
But next we have to ask, where do
we go from here? For now,
everyone is taking it one step at a
time.
"When we do have these
incidents and we handle them,
defining what we will accept and
what we will not, it makes us
stronger," Larri Mazon said. "It
sends a completely different
message, a very powerful
message."
Mike Reardon agrees. "I
think no matter where you go
there will be incidents occurring,"
he said. "It's a fact. But I think
this community has made it very
clear that it will not tolerate it."
Despite a jumble of
feelings and opinions, together as
a community we made a stance.
Now is the time for us to
incorporate this experience into
our personal lives, and learn from
it. As Deis eloquently stated,
"It's a lot more than wearing a
button or reading a book. People
need to realize that diversity is a
way of life. They need to change
the way they think and the way
they live. It's every day of your
life."

V

Gift Certificate

salon
To the bearer for 25% off all salon services from

Authorized by Jacquie
One Certificate per Customer

^ACQUIE'S

salon

1248 Post Road East
Weslport, Connecticut 06880
(203) 227-2131
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Introducing the 7-Eleven® Phone Card.
It will change the way you make
phone calls away from home forever.
Prepaid
Long Distance
Savings
15 minutes

5'

4 OS/Minute

30 minutes

$TJJQ99*
3 7<t/M i n u te

60 minutes

$i099*

19

33<t/Minute

The 7-Eleven Phone Card convenience at a great price!
• Save 50% or more on prepaid long
distance calls
• Easy to use with any touch tone phone
• One low domestic rate, 24 hours a day

Comparison For a 3 Minute Phone Call"
7-Eleven Phone Card

$1.00

Collect Call

$3.00

Pay Phone

$2.70

Telephone Credit Card

$1.70

No coins or credit required
No monthly phone bills
Ideal for college students, business
travelers and anyone on the go
When you've used up the time, just
buy another card

oh thank heaven
'Suggested Rct;iil Price. Minnies shown ;ire based tin domestic phone calls originating in the 1TSA. International rales vary.
*'Cosls shown are fur a :i minute call between L\and NY comparing the rales for a (ill minute 7-Klnvn I'hone Card (based fin suggested relail pricel versus AT&T daytime rates effective H/M.
The :l minute rale lor a 15 minute and :ill minute 7-Klcvcn I'hone Card is $1.2" and SI.HI respectively.
Av.iil.iWc at 1'attiiip.ilinit a<ins

vmjrwaaBmmrmw^™"-*

HUM lilt- Southland (.■I'ipiiralii
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What if Santa Claus did come to town?
«»-

Jessica Nutley
Campus Life Editor

One night, while studying
in my room for final exams, I
suddenly hear a thumping sound
from above. Attributing it to my
noisy upstairs neighbors, I continue
reading my seemingly endless
pages of notes.
I then hear a knock at my
window. Startled, I turn to see a
large man in a red suit rappelling
down the side of Gonzaga Hall. I
scream and run to my phone, ready
to call security and report
suspicious behavior, when I hear
the man say "Ho, ho, ho! Don't be
frightened, Jessica. It's me, Santa
Claus."
"Santa Claus?" I sputter.
"But...but...1 stopped believing in
you a long time ago. You're not
real! Who are you?"
"I told you, I'm Santa
Claus. I'll prove it to you," With a
snap of his fleshy fingers, a sleigh
led by eight reindeerglides in front
of my window and lands in the
middle of the Quad.
Astonished, I say nothing,

but just stare in disbelief at the
sigh: before me.
"Uft, Jessica, would you
mind letting me in? I don't know
how much longer this rope will
hold big ol' me," he says with a
wink.
"OK, Santa" and proceed
to pop out the screen. The $25 fine
is worth it for a personal visit from
Saint Nick, I think.
After some grunts and
groans, he manages to squeeze
himself through the window. He
plops down on our couch and looks
at me sympathetically.
"Now, I've been hearing
from some of my elves that
Fairfield is an unhappy place right
before Christmas. Why is that?"
"Well, Santa, everyone is
so bogged down with studying and
applications and all this other stuff
that people forget it's supposed to
be a fun holiday."
"I see," he says
thoughtfully while stroking his
white beard. "So you think that
Fairfield has lost the Christmas
spirit?"
"Maybe we haven't lost
it altogether, but it can get pretty

gloomy around here. Do you think
that you could help?"
"I'll see what I can do.
Let's walk around campus and see
if we can spread some Christmas
cheer."
We walk down my
hallway together, passing
astonished students who had my
initial reaction upon seeing this
jolly, corpulent man. But these
people instinctively know this is
the true Santa; there's no denying
he's the real thing.
Soon we have a small
parade of people behind us chanting

"Santa! Santa! Santa!" More
people join us as we walk through
the rest of the dorm. Traversing the
Quad, students stream out of the
dorms to join the festivities.
Students who have had their nose
stuck in a book since the beginning
of finals look positively joyful, with
no trace of exhaustion on their
faces.
After walking through the
Orient and up to Dolan, we make
our trek to the townhouses. The
crowd, led by Santa, walks up to
Father Kelley's townhouse and
rings the doorbell.
When Father Kelley
answers the door, his jaw drops at
the sight of every student on
campus happily congregated at his
front door.
Santa steps up to Father
Kelley and puts his arm around
him." Aloysius, you' ve been a good
boy this year, with getting Phi Beta
Kappa established here and kissing
up to rich benefactors even more
than before. But, Al, I have one
more favor to ask of you."
"What's that, Santa,"
asked Father Kelley, knowing that
this was one person he couldn't

turn down.
"I want you to cancel all
the finals. These kids have worked
hard all semester and they deserve
a break. How about it?" inquired
Santa.
"Uh...well...the Board of
Trustees... Oh, hell, why not? It's
Christmas!"
A roar erupts from the
crowd as joy radiates from
everyoi . The campus is su>!.L-ily
more alive than it
has been in
weeks. Peopic hug each other and
seem genuinely happy to be at
Fairfield.
Santa and I walk down to
the Quad together. He climbs in his
sleigh and takes the reins in his
hands.
"Thanks, Santa," I say.
"You've helped this campus get
the Christmas spirit back."
"You're
welcome
Jessica. It's the least I could do."
Santa shakes the reins and the sleigh
takes off, led by the trusty Rudolph.
As he flies over the now
cheery and vibrant campus he calls
out "Merry Christmas to all and to
all a good night!"

Fairfield Faces:) Brother Rick Curry, S.J.
Kristen Maree Cleary
Contributing Writer
"One, two, three,
Happy!" shouts Brother Rick
Curry, S.J., as eighteen young men
and women contort themselves into
frozen expressions of joy. Such is
the scene on a Wednesday
afternoon at Fairfield University's
PepsiCo Playhouse in Brother
Curry's acting class. "I'd hate to
run into you in a dark alley, whose
idea of happy looks more like the
Wolfman from early horror
movies."
Brother Curry began
teaching this class in January,
because, he says, "Working with
able-bodied students gives me a
nice balance in my life." He is
referring to the fact that, for the
rest of the week, he works with
handicapped actors at the National
Theater Workshop for the
Handicapped in New York City,
which he founded.
The center of Brother
Curry's professional life is a
spacious loft in lower Manhattan.
It is here that he runs his workshop
and resides with his Cairn Terrier,
Argyle, and his two cats, Fairfield
and Bridgeport.
Brother Curry was born
with one arm. His father, a
Philadelphia dentist, wanted his
son to enter a profession. Since
medicine or dentistry were out of
the question, he enrolled a sixyear-old Rick in acting school to
become a trial lawyer. Instead of
pursuing law, young Rick fell in
love with acting.
At the same time, the
young man felt a strong pull toward
a vocation in the Catholic Church.
At that time, the Church required

that priests have two hands, in
order to perform such duties as
consecrating the host. As a
■student at St. Joseph's Prep in
Philadelphia, Rick was first
exposed to Jesuit Brothers and
decided that was the path he
wished to follow. He liked the
idea of teaching and living in a
community. It was also at St.
Joseph's where he met Rev.
Aloysius P. Kelley and formed a
lifelong friendship.
He says the Jesuits
encourage their novices to study
what they are good at, so he
studied literature and theater.
After receiving his bachelor's
degree from St. Joseph's

University in 1968, Brother Curry
taught in India at the Loyola School
in Bihar. He returned to the Slates
to earn his master's degree in
theater at Villanova University. He
then founded the theater education
department at St. Joseph's
University and taught there for five
years.
When he moved to New ■
York to pursue his doctorate at
New York University, he tried to
supplement his income. He found
that he was being denied parts and,
even in some cases, auditions
because of his disability. This
motivated him to develop as his
thesis a curriculum of theater
principles for the disabled. He

recognized them as a group which
was "denied access to the arts,"
and he strove to change that
attitude. Several friends from the
Broadway community helped
develop the curriculum and out of
it grew the National Theater
Workshop for the Handicapped.
That was eighteen years
ago and the workshop is still going
strong. In fact, it is the only national
workshop of its kind. Many of the
students have received parts in soap
operas, commercials, and some
movies, but the mission of the
workshop goes much deeper.
Brother Curry is trying to
"challenge the stereotypes" about
handicapped people and to change

the practice of using able-bodied
actors in disabled roles. He feels
theater is an important medium for
handicapped and able-bodied alike
because acting "gives strength and
identifies resources in ourselves
that have never been tapped."
Brother Curry's hard
work and dedication has not gone
unrecognized. He has been featured
in many local and trade
publications, the New York Times,
and People Magazine to name a
few. He has also been a guest on
"Live, with Regis and Kathie Lee."
In 1987, to celebrate the tenth
anniversary of the Workshop, ABC
television aired a one-hour
retrospective
featuring
performances by and interviews
with several of the Workshop's
students and staff.
In addition for a desire of
"balance," Brother Curry decided
to teach at Fairfield because of his
friendship with Father Kelley and
the belief that "what [the Jesuits]
are doing at Fairfield is the right
thing to do." He also believes that
the late teens through early twenties
is the perfect age range to teach
theater because students are at a
point where they have achieved a
certain maturity, but are still eager
to learn.
When asked if his
religious life hinders his artistic
pursuits, he seemed surprised. In
his opinion it "enhances" his work.
Asa brother, he has greater mobi 1 i ty
than he would have as a priest
because he does not have many of
the responsibilities that priests
have, such as conducting Mass.
Furthermore, he says, "I believed
as a little boy. if God had wanted
me to be a priest. He would have
given me two hands. And if He
had, we wouldn't have had this
theater."
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Salvation Army: more than
just groovy bellbottoms
Jon Sabol
Contributing Writer

ringers collecting outside of grocery stores
are one source of support for this division.
The second faction is the thrift stores
Bargain hunter shop here. So do themselves.
revelers costume shopping for something
Every penny you spent at a
authentic to wear at 70's theme parties. Salvation Army Thrift Store is re-invested
Some come for the distinctive look that in a program to help recovering drug and
only secondhand clothes and furniture can alcohol abusers. Both men and women
offer. Whatever impels the visit, the newly entering this year long program start with a
opened Salvation Army of Fairfield Avenue 16 week orientation in a dormitory-style
in Bridgeport is worth a look.
setting in either New Haven or Bridgeport,
Purchased Five years ago from where they are clothed and fed. As they
The Black Rock Bank and Trust, remnants progress, they are assigned to jobs in a
of the building's former inhabitants still distribution center, sorting through and
survive. The name remains engraved in sending out donated clothes and furniture
marble near the roof of the two-storied to the six area stores located in Danbury,
brick building. Thick iron black bars still Stamford and Bridgeport. Toward the end
guard the windows. And swung open now of their program, each member is
are the great gray metal doors of two safes, encouraged to look for work outside the
one lying empty as a men's dressing room, Salvation Army, but if there is nothing
the other filled with a stash of records, 8- available they are then given positions at
tracks and books.
the thrift store outlets.
No matter what the decade, this
According to Dr. Kevin Hollick,
thrift shop's got it: bellbottoms from the manager of the newly opened thrift store, a
sixties, big-oollared shirts from the majority of those working with him are the
seventies, acid-washed jeans from the successful graduates of this program. He
eighties. Add "The Dieter's Guide to Good says they are some of the most generous,
Sex" to your library classics. Dust off the hard-working people you'll ever meet.
record player lurking in the corner of your
Most of the clothes, furniture and
closet and give Michael Jackson's other knickknacks donated to the thrift stores
"Thriller" LP a spin. Re-invest in that couch are from private individuals. Periodically
your parents threw out before you were though, police and Fire departments, or area
even born. Whatever you're nostalgic for, stores going out of business, contribute
it's all here, and it's cheap. Need a 3-piece uniforms in bulk.
suit for that interview with G. E.? There are
So what's keeping you away?
plenty for under $20.
Come and breathe that peculiar scent of
Not enticed? Then do it for mothballs that,is vintage clothing. Find
philanthropy. The Salvation Army has a something unique to wear and help the
long and illustrious career. Organized by needy as well. Need any further incentives?
the Catholic/Methodist Churches in the How about 50% off for all Fairfield
1860's to help support widows and orphans, University students every Wednesday? Is
today it is split into two factions. The first that a bargain hunter's bargain or what?
is devoted to helping the homeless, and How could anyone resist?
\accident and disaster victims. The bell-
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Everything you ever wanted to
know about selling back books...
(PR) As a student you may have
questions about the book buyback process.
Unfortunately, the very nature of the process,
which requires us to serve many students
quickly, makes it almost impossible for all
your questions to be answered when you sell
back your books. This is designed is explain
the role of the bookstore and the wholesaler
in supplying you with lower-priced
textbooks.
Which books may I sell?
You may sell any book owned by
you that:
* Is needed again.
* Has a value in the national
wholesale buyers' guide. This book/database
lists thousands of college textbook titles and
their current national wholesale value.
What determines the value of a
book, anyway?
If it is being purchased by the
bookstore again for use on campus, you can
typically expect half of the new purchase
price.
If the book is not being used again
on campus, it has no value to your bookstore.
However, your bookstore has arranged to
offer national wholesale market prices on
your campus.
The price offered in the national
wholesale buying guide is determined by
several factors, including:
*Publisher's retail or list price for
the book.
*National demand for the book.
*Unsold quantity of the book
already in the wholesaler's stock.
But if I know this book is being
used again, why did I only get the wholesale
price for the book?

For one of the following reasons:
*The bookstore has not received a
requisition from the faculty member.
*The bookstore has already
obtained the quantity required.
I bought this book brand new
and have kept it in mint condition. Why is
it now being called "No Value?"
Although poor condition could be
a factor in determining value, your new
book is probably a victim of one of the
following:
The publisher has produced or
announces plans for a new edition.
*Many copies of the book exist,
but few schools are using it.
*The wholesaler is overstocked.
When does it make sense to keep
my book vs. selling it?
Any time you have a costly
reference book you will need in the future,
you may want to hold on to that book. Or if
you feel the price being offered is less than
the value you place on the book, you should
keep it.
What happens to wholesale
books?
They are packed and shipped to the
wholesaler's distribution center. There they
are processed and placed in their
computerized inventory, available for
purchase by bookstores nationwideHow does this benefit me?
By selling your used textbooks to
your bookstore and a national wholesaler,
you are participating in a process which
makes quality used books available to you
and future students at colleges all over the
nation. Used textbooks represent one of the
few opportunities to save as you pursue
higher education.
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MEET TEE

CHALLENGE!

Applications are now available for

RESIDENT
ASSISTANT
positions for the 1995-1996 year.
The deadline for applications is
Wednesday, December 21,1994.
PLEASE CALL 254-4215 FOR MORE
INFORMATION, OR VISIT THE DEPARTMENT
OF RESIDENCE LIFE IN DOLAN HALL TO PICK
UP YOUR APPLICATION.

PREGNANT ?

and need help.,.

SCALL 372-2777
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238 JEWETT AVENUE
Free Pregnancy Test
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06606
1-800-550-4900
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Top Ten
Christmas
Carols heard at
Fairfield
Mark Fusco
Staff Writer
10. "Deck the Registrar"

9. "It's Lovely Weather For A
Shuttle Ride Together With
You"

8. "I Puked After A Midnight
Beer"

7. "What Entree is This?"

6. "All I Want for Christmas is
My Lost Mail"

5. "Oh, Non-Flammable
Christmas Tree"

4. "Aloysius, the SmoothIrieaded President"

3. "The Tuition We Have Paid
is High"

2. "O Ticket, All Ye Security"

1. "Jesuit Wonderland"

Tips on how to deal
with holiday stress
PR - The holidays are here. It's a
time for shopping, forfamily gatherings...and
for stressful situations.
Stress is the bodily or mental
tension that results from a person's response
to physical, chemical or emotional factors.
Stress can be physical as well as mental.
Everybody feels stress at different times, in
different amounts and with different
reactions.
Researchers don't yet know the
role that stress plays in the development of
heart disease. That's why the American Heart
Association says more study is needed on
the subject.
In the meantime, however, here
are 10 positive ways of dealing with stress
during the holidays and during the rest of the
year. These tips are particularly helpful if
. you become irritated and hostile when
sxpenenc ing stress and impatience.
1. Take a serious look at the
demands you are placing on yourself.
2. Consider deleting or delegating
some of the activities you've accumulated.
3. Schedule with the real world in
mind - not the world as you'd like it to be.
4. Take an inventory of your
support. If you don't have someone to turn
to for emotional support, devote some time
and energy into developing your support by
reaching out to others.
5. Identify hostility provoking
situations and be on guard- you may be at
high risk when you're in these situations.
6. Place yourself in situations that
tend to trigger your anger and then practice
not getting angry.
7. Drive in the slow lane or get into
the longest lines to practice positive coping
rather than becoming angry.
8. Try to control anger and make
conscious decisions about whether or not it
is worth the cost to your health.

The Grinch didn't cope well with
Christmas stress.
9. Don't turn to unhealthful habits
to handle the stress such as drinking alcohol,
smoking and overeating.
10. Develop positive strategies for
coping with stress including brisk walking,
relaxation, humor and keeping events in
their proper perspective.
For more information about ways
to enjoy the holidays through healthful eating
and physical activities, contact your local
American Heart Association or call 1-800AHA-USA1 (1-800-242-8721).
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At Theatres Soon

Student
Resources are
available...if
you know
where to go
Steve Xeller
Contributing Writer

Question
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LSAT
GRE
GMAT
MCAT

Please take the time to read the
following list of University Committees
with student representation. This list is a
valuable resource which the student body
can utilize to effectively communicate their
concerns to the administration. These
bodies are in place to assist students but
their effectiveness is contingent upon active
student participation and input.
Board of Trustees, Subcommittee on Student Life: Contact
William Schimpf, Vice President for
Student Services
Club Sports Appropriations:
Contact Eugene Doris, Athletic Director
College of Arts and Sciences
(Student Representatives in Politics and
Psychology Departments): Contact the
Department Chair
Curriculum
Committee:
Contact Christopher Pilkerton, FUSA
President
Planning Committee: Contact
William Schimpf, V.P.forStudentServices
Services for Students With
Disabilities: ContactFr. O'Neill, Director
of Student Support Services
School of Business (Student
Representatives, Faculty): Contact
Russell Boisjoly, Dean, School of Business
School of Nursing (Student
Representatives, Faculty): Contact Dr.
Suzanne MacAvoy, Dean, School of
Nursing
Space Committee: Contact L.
William Miles, Vice President of
Administration
Stag-Her
Inn
Policy
Committee: Contact James Fitzpatrick,
Director, Campus Center Operations
Student Athletic Advisory
Committee: Contact Tracy Flynn,
Assistant Athletic Director
Student Services Programming
Committee: Contact Gwen Vendley, Dean
of Students
Substance Abuse Prevention
Committee: Contact Chris Donner,
Director of Judicial Affairs
Traffic Appeals Board: Contact
Anne-Marie Farrington, Security
Operations Assistant
University Council: Contact
.Christopher Pilkerton, FUSA President

REVIEW .A

800/2 REVIEW
2385 OCEAN AVENUE SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA 94127

Editorial/Commentary
Letters to the Editor
Deck those halls
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Tis the season to be jolly, buy lots
of presents and drink too much eggnog.
It is also time to start reading, catching
up on missed notes and cramming for
finals. It's easy to get so wrapped up in
writing papers and studying that we
forget how enjoyable the holidays can
be.
Even though everyone's busy, try
to take time out to enjoy the season. Go
to UMOJA's Kwanzaa dinner, send out
Christmas cards to your friends or
decorate your room with a ton of lights.
Not only will it help remind you of the
holidays, but it is also a great study
break.
Remember, exams only last seven
days. If you keep a positive outlook and
keep in mind that exams only last one
week, the semester will be over in no
time. Then, we can all go home to enjoy
the holidays.

r
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How safe is our University?
man hidden behind our door. "Hey
guys, where have you been?" he
casually said. I, assuming that he
was a friend of Nancy' s, went about
my business.
"Don't you remember me
from the townhouse party?" he
asked. He had directed the question
to Nancy, but it was at that moment
that I looked up and realized that
something was suspicious. I
watched as Nancy shook her head
that no, she had never met him
before. Nancy is a beach partier,
and has not been to the townhouses
more than once this year, staying
only for five minutes.
"I can't believe this",
Nancy recalls the man saying as he
ran out the door. At that point I
opened my desk drawer, only to
realize that the money I had laid
there earlier in the day was gone.
Nancy and I bolted out of the room,
each going a different way up the
stairs to search for the intruder.

To the Editor:
We would like to describe
to the Fairfield University
community an event which took
place on November 8, 1994 and
which questions how safe our
University is. As a result of this
event, Nancy Lenehan and myself,
Amy Freedman, are questioning
the myth which surrounds the
Fairfield community, that we are
as safe at this school as we are in
our own homes.
Nancy had come back
from dinner about five minutes
before I had, unlocking the door
and crossing the hall into the
bathroom. Soon after, I walked
down the hall towards our room.
As I was about to open the door
Nancy walked out of the bathroom,
greeting me and grabbing on to our
door handle. The next thing I heard
from her was a mild scream, and I
realized it was because there was a

It was no use, he was
gone. Security was called, but they
too had no luck in their building
search of Gonzaga. His description
was identified by an eyewitness
who claimed he had run up to the
third floor, but he had obviously
found a good hiding place.
The man who invaded our
privacy left us with the terrifying
thought of what could have
happened if only on of us had
encountered him. This whole
incident has made both Nancy and
I more aware of our surroundings,
and we are not afraid of telling our
story so that this might happen to
one less person. We hope that our
own experience will encourage
others to watch out more closely
for themselves as well as fellow
students.
Amy Freedman '96
Nancy Lenehan '96

Thanks to Deb Shea
To the Editor:

term senator, Ms. Shea has most
recently served as Chairperson of
the Judiciary Committee. Her
extensive work on this committee
and her leadership as a check for
Presidential appointments, have
proven advantageous for the entire
student body. As I have worked
closely with her, I would like to
commend Ms. Shea for her

I would like to take this
opportunity to publicly thank Deb
Shea for her devotion and service
to the Fairfield University Student
Association Senate. She has
announced that she will be stepping
down from the FUSA Senate's
Executive Board. As a multiple

courteousness and for her
professional demeanor in the
decision making and notification
process. Again, thank you Ms. Shea
and best of luck in your future
endeavors.
Sincerely,
Christopher M. Pilkerton '95
FUSA President

Where is the Stag?
I would like to explain to
the student body why there has not
been a production of the '94-'95
Student Telephone and Address
Guide this semester. As you are all
aware, our campus has undergone
many changes including the
updating of several buildings and
systems. The Office of
Communication and Technology,
in the past, has been responsible

for producing all of the telephone
numbers that are put into the
S.T.A.G. With the new phone
system, it is taking this office a
great amount of time to complete
the student numbers. FUSA'srole
in the S.T.A.G. production is to get
the beach numbers and advertising
ready to print. This task has been
done and we have repeatedly
requested the on campus phone

numbers from the Office of
Communication and Technology.
We have been assured that we will
have them this week, and the
directory can be sent out to print. I
apologize for the delay and any
inconvenience this has caused.
John Hennessy '95
FUSA VP of Government
Operations

Thanks to Dr. O'Neill
Dear Dr. O'Neill,
Before I go any further in
my life, I'd like to thank your for
your support in my growth from
the day I stepped into your
Programming I class, in September
1987, to the present. Just in case
no one has ever told you what a
fabulous professor you are, I think
it's time you know.
You helped me countless
ways. As a teacher, you recognized
my promise, and spent a great deal
of your time tutoring me during the
school year and even one critical
summer vacation. This helped me
catch up with the other students in
my major as a freshman, and then
to excel in my later years at
Fairfield. The only payment you

ever needed for all this extra work
was the satisfaction in seeing me
learn, and do well at whatever it
was I set my sights on.
As an advisor, you gave
me sound and objective advice
which ga vie a good feel for my
* courses. You saw how critical I
could be on myself in my studies
and told me, "There will always be
people more and less gifted than
you in anything you pursue. The
only thing you can do is to
concentrate and quit looking over
your shoulder." I carry this advice
with me to this day.
You also knew my limits
and weren't afraid to say, "How
about using one of your electives
for something besides math?T have
also gotten at least five jobs on

your recommendations, from
tutoring to research, even up to
two years after my graduation.
Even now, I am continually
reminded of your generosity. How
many professors give their home
phone number as a "Math Hot
Line"?
Lastly, I'd like to thank
you for encouraging me to become
a well-rounded and spiritual
person. Dr. O'Neill, you did this
not only with words but by being
a warm and giving person. You
have made it so that this alumnus
has a four year education at
Fairfield University to look back
on with pride and worth.
I will never forget you.
Very truly yours,
Joan M. Franzino

Commentary
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The Registration Nightmare

Save Our Strays
Tina Wieboldt
Contributing Writer

The existence of stray
animals is a serious problem that
is prevalent in our community. If
you live in the town houses you
have probably spotted kittens and
cats scrambling around in the
bushes outside your door. Many
of these animals never end up
with homes.
Instead prospective pet
owners go to pet shops to purchase
a puppy or a kitten for an
outrageous cost. These pet shop
animals most likely have been
abused and have caught many
diseases from the mills where
they are bred and marketed.
According to the
Humane Society of the United
States, 90% of the more than halfmillion puppies sold every year in
pet shops come from about 5,000
puppy mills. The conditions at
most of them, the Society charges,
are so hideous that only one out of
two dogs bred in the mills survives
to make it to the market.
Dr. Kim
Hammond,
a
Baltimore
veterinarian, estimates that 60%
of the sick dogs he treats come
from puppy mills.
"Save Our Strays"
(S.O.S.), a non-profit organization
located at 1677 Post Road at the
Poster Animal Hospital in
Westport, has been battling the
problem of stray animals for over
five years. S.O.S. is dedicated to

adopting out healthy, loving
puppies, dogs, kittens, and cats
that have been abandoned.
They are devoted to
educating the public about the
critical importance of spaying/
neutering pets, as well as providing
information on low-cost spay/
neuter operations for pets.
Through their efforts S.O.S. has
been able to save over 550 animals
during its first two years as an
organization.
They take pride in not
putting the animals to sleep.
Instead they work hard to provide
owners with happy healthy pets.
"Save Our Strays"
gladly welcomes volunteers to
help keep the shelter running.
Much of their time is committed
to fund raising and other such
activities in order to accomplish
their goals.
Volunteers are needed
in any of the following areas:
adoptions, walking dogs, feeding
and caring for cats, running bake
sales, answering S.O.S. phone
calls, data entry, fund raising,
advertising, addressing mailings,
and volunteer recruitment and
school programs.
If you are interested in
volunteering, adopting, or helping
out in any manner, call the "Save
Our Strays" organization at the
Poster Animal Hospital at 2550514. Any effort on you r part will
help "Save Our Strays", our
community, and the animals that
are saved and placed in good
homes.
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Vanessa Lops
Commentary Editor
Last week, we
registered for next semester's
classes. The school tried using
a new method; majors and
minors did not register first, but
the registrar did reserve some
places for them and the rest
were for electives or core.
So, for example, a
buisness major who needed a
religion core class could only
get one if a core position was
available (which it rarely was).
This system was unfair to both
major students who did not get
priority in registering for'their
classes, and students who
needed core classes that were
filled by empty major slots.
"My only problem is
that as a second semester
sophomore, " says Elizabeth
Donoghue,"I couldn't get ONE
core class. As a nursing major,
there are certain classes that I
have to take, then the core have

to fit around them. During junior
and senior year, I will have clinical,
and I won't have as much time to
finish off my core. So, I have to
take a history course over
Christmas vacation."
What I want to know is,
how many religion majors are there
that no one could get a religion
class? Most religions and
philosophies were closed off to
freshmen and sophomores. Even
juniors had problems with them.
As the registrar refused me
admittance to any of the 5 religions
I could fit into my schedule, I was
told that there were many open
slots in the major area, so not to
worry because I could pick one up
during drop add. That made me
feel a lot better.
One junior Art major
was shut out of her Painting II class
because other students had filled
the class up, most of whom were
not art majors. It also worked the
other way around; I'm an English
major, and I ended up with FOUR

English literature classes in
one semester because the core
that I need is all filled up with
empty major spaces. Does
this make sense to anyone?
When the registrar
handed me my completed
schedule, she assured me that
I could come back during
drop add and fix it up.
Well, then, what
was the point? Was this
supposed
to
make
registration easier? Well, it
did not. Maybe they just want
to see our smiling faces in the
registrar more often.
Whatever the case,
we should just hope that next
semester registration will be
done the old fashioned way.
Majors and minors register
first, getting the proper
priority, then normal
registration without any of
these unused major spots
locking students out of core
classes.

Quotes of the Week
"I'm not his be-Otch...He is my be-otch."- some sophomore girls, setting
the record straight during a deep discussion in the library.

"These bells make me feel like I'm at a damn convent."- overheard
on the way to dinner.
"Look, the Home Depot! I love that store!" - a senior looking out the
window on the bus to 195 Nights

Happy Holidays
from the
Editorial Staff!

"I bought a vottle of bodka for tomorrow night." - a senior at 195 night
discussing plans for Saturday
"Yap no more."-Anamaniacs
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The art of
procrastination
Angie Allen
Staff Writer

When I woke up this afternoon,
about twelve hours ago, I attempted to
begin this article. It's now 12:39 a.m. and
I'm just starting to get out the first few
sentences.
Ironically, my problem in writing
this is also the subject of this article. The
great art of procrastination has hit me today
like it does every day. What's so intriguing
about procrastination is that it hits all of us.
It's inescapable and all around us; we cannot
release ourselves from it s grasp.
And just as an artist can perfect
his painting, we can perfect our
procrastination.
Don
Marquis
once
said,"Procrastination is the art of keeping
up with yesterday." In order to keep up with
yesterday, we must procrastinate our day
away today so that we'll have something to
do tomorrow. It's just a vicious cycle, a
system that finds its way into all of our lives
whether our door is open to it or not.
You're probably procrastinating
by reading this article, so here's a few tips
to set you on your way.
The Basic
Techniques include:

Procrastination

1. Watch repeats of the Brady
Bunch.
2. Color coordinate your
underwear.
3. Re-shelve all your books with
the spines toward the wall so when you
need to
find one it will take just a little
longer.
4. Take a time out just to listen to
to that one really great song. Or, hey, if you
need to take a lot of time out, make a mix for
someone!

5. Give yourself a full manicure
as well as pedicure, then move onto your
roommate.
6. Procrastinate going to sleep with
a question to you roommate that begins,
"Didja ever wonder why...?" Be inventive.
7. Call people so when the phone
bill comes you can procrastinate in paying
it.
8. Go have a smoke whether you
smoke or not, it's a good waste of an easy
ten minutes.
9. Check to see who's making all
that noise in the lounge.
10. Try to log-on to Internet at prime
times.
For those of you that are a little
more hard-core in you habits, or are ready
to make that crucial step into extreme
procrastination, here's a few for you. .
1. Make Tang for your entire floor.
2. Put up Christmas lights when
it's far from Christmas time, say April:
3. Give haircuts to those in need,
or just trim your own.
4. Collect Chia pets as well as
exotic plants. Water them.
5. Gather all the stuffed animals
on the floor and have a tea party with them.
Do all the voices and invite your friends.
6. Make a video that you can send
home to your parents.
7. Paste boogers in snowflake
patterns on you window.
8. Make up lies about your family,
i.e., "My dad's in the Mafia."
9. Buy the latest Nelson album.
Listen to it frequently, memorizing all your
favorites before you gather an opinion about
it.
10. Put on an old letter jacket and
spark up some nostalgia, 'urade around
every floor of your dorm telling everyone
about the good ol' days.
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Album stocking stuffers
These discs will make perfect gifts
Kevin Ridolfi
A&E Editor
Packed malls, uncalled
for new Christmas albums (read:
Tales From the Crypt album), and
jolly professors loading on heaps
of holiday cheer: Yes, the holidays
are upon us. Retailers and corporate
big-wigs have been planning and
scheming for months in preparation
for this, the biggest shopping frenzy
of the year.
Remember the Cabbage
Patch Wars of the eighties?
Grandmothers beating each other
senseless with junk-stuffed purses
to buy the grail of all grails, a
dimpled doll.
Well, now blue-haired
punk rockers who like to sling mud
have replaced blue-haired grannies.
But the thrill of the fight remains,
and record stores are the new
battleground.
To ease the pain of
thinking of albums to buy for that
music fan in your life, here's a list
of some recently released albums
that will make great stocking
stuffers. In no particular order,
here's the list and my reasons for
selection:
R.E.M. Monster—This
return to basics album for the
Georgiacollege rockers will please
most music fans on Christmas
morning. Just check out the amount
of times in a day you hear or see
"What's the Frequency, Kenneth"
as a measure of the band's
popularity. Plu"S, Monster will
provide the perfect music for your
New Year's Eve party.
Pearl Jam Vitalogy —
The highly anticipated followup to
Vs. should hit platinum by the end
of the week (it was released
Tuesday). Notice Pearl Jam's

timing for releasing the album.
Wait for Nirvana hype to settle
down and still release it three weeks
before Christmas. Another great
party soundtrack.
Nirvana
MTV
Unplugged in New York —
Currently holding the number five
spot on Billboard's chart. Close
enough to a Nirvana greatest hits
album. The highlights include
"About a Girl," quite possibly
Nirvana's finest work. Toned
down, but still explosive, Nirvana
could pack quite a punch gift
wrapped as a set with Pearl Jam
and R.E.M.
Boys II Men //—Quite
a departure from the previous three
albums, but a stellar disc none-theless. The perfect gift for romantics
and R&B fans alike. Perfect music
for a night by the fire with that
special someone.
Eagles Hell Freezes
Over — A gift that will appeal to
twenty year olds and their parents
alike. Buy Dad the album, then
borrow it for yourself, if for no
other reason than the seasonal title.
Sting Fields of Gold —
This greatest hits package is perfect
for people who like Sting songs on
the radio, but fear his more obscure
songs (read: Soul Cages). Another
disc that will fill that generational
gapQueensryche
The
Promised Land — A thoughtprovoking disc for the hard rock
fan on your shopping list. Their
previous album Empire hit
platinum several times over, and
this disc shouldn't lag that far
behind.
Jimmy Page and
Robert Plant No Quarter — A
gift for the Led Zeppelin fan who
has everything. So he has every

Zeppelin album irom ' fo Coda
and doesn't want another ugly tie,
this acouS'Vnl pciormanc by
two ex-Zeppelin members is • uie
to bring a smile to his face.
TheBeatlesL/vea/fifiC
— Speaking of the ultimate
generational bridge. The Beatles
first new release in two decades is
guaranteed to please even the most
finicky music fan. The two disc set
of 56 songs includes Beatles
standards like "Ticket To Ride"
and "A Hard Day's Night" as well
as covers of other artists like Chuck
Berry. Two disc total equals 56
songs.
Woodstock '94 — The
double album might appease fans
who missed out on the real thing
this past summer. The energy of
Metallica, Green Day, and Nine
Inch Nails will brighten even the
stormiest of winters. If you want
to spend more money combine the
Woodstock '94 disc with the
original Woodstock soundtrack for
a then and now history of rock
music.
Other
recommendations: Candlebox, Frank Sinatra
Duets II, Aerosmith Great Ones,
The Black Crowes Amorica,
Offspring Smash, Sheryl Crow
Tuesday Night Music Club and the
Murder Was the Case soundtrack.
That's my list. It may
not come with a money back
guarantee, but could prevent the
frustration of wandering around
the mall aimlessly, wondering what
to get Joe the music lover. It may
also save you from an unnecessary
conflict with a rabid shopper
searching frantically for a certain
Mighty Morphin Power Ranger.
Good luck on finals and
have a Merry Christmas!

Shop 'til you drop
Only seventeen more shopping days
Jennifer Panaro
Staff Writer
It is that time of year
again!
Although our days of
sixty degree weather and blue skies
have not alerted most of us to the
fact that Christmas is only 17 days
away; the holly is up and the holiday
rush has begun! Along with the
joys of the season and the spreading
of good cheer comes the hassle of
crowded parking lots and rushed
shoppers with armloads of bags
busily scurrying around the malls
and streets, bumping and pushing
in their attempt to finish their
holiday shopping.
Where to shop, who to
shop for, and what to get are all the
common worries we are struck with
this time of year.
In order to maximize your
time my suggestion would be: Go
to a shopping mall early on a
weekday morning. The malls have
accommodated the crowds by
changing their opening time to 9:00
instead of the usual 10:00. Both

Trumbull Mall and the Stamford
Mall are a reasonable distance from
Fairfield and offer a vast array of
stores and boutiques; a definite
plus for even the fussiest of
shoppers. Westport is also just a
short distance ^way and for those
who enjoy
quaint outside
shopping, ii., the place to go.
Shopping
around
Fairfield County is accommodating
but my personal favorite is the Big
Apple itself. Grab a few friends,
ride on the train, visit the tree and
do some shopping.
Our
accessibility to New York can
definitely be taken advantage of

here at Fairfield University. The
train ride is about an hour to Grand
Central Station and you don't have
to fuss with parking and meters.
FAO Schwartz, Macy's, and
Bloomingdale's are all definite
musts; and if you're hungry,
Mickey Mantle's and The Hard
Rock Cafe are both excellent "hot
spots" (but get there early because
the waiting list gets long).
For those who have not
dene much shopping around the
area,Trumbull Mall is located off
of exit 48 of the Merritt Parkway.
Stamford Mall is exit 9 off of 1-95
and Westport is right down the
Post Road. For NYC, just take the
train!
Holiday shopping can be
a hassle this time of year, but it can
also be loads of fun! No matter
where you choose to go the lights
will be sparkling, the garland will
be hung and the songs will be
playing. But hurry since there are
only 17 days left until Christmas.
Happy Holidays!
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Top Ten things to
watch this Christmas
Robert Gallo
Assistant A&E Editor
The Christmas season is upon us once again, and I don't know
about you but one of my favorite activities is to watch the endless array
of Christmas movies and specials that appear on TV at this time every
year. So in an effort to get me into the "Christmas Spirit," I'm going
to give you my ten favorites, most of which will either be on TV before
Christmas or can be rented at any video store.
10. National Lampoon's Christmas Vacation: This third
installment of the series lets us spend the Christmas season with the
Griswald's. Chevy Chase (Clark) provides us with the typical slapstick
comedy effects as he is electrocuted while trying to put up with
Christmas lights as well as taken on the ride of his when he decides to
go sledding. Randy Quaid gives an incredibly funny performance as
the "strange uncle" who drops by unexpectedly for the holidays.
9. A Very Brady Christmas: This TV special is bound to bring
a laugh to anyone who has grown up on a healthy diet of Brady reruns
as I have. The special reunites the whole cast with the exception of
Cindy (Susan Olson), and follows a typical Brady plot. It's worth
watching just for the flashbacks to the old episodes as well as seeing
how funny the Brady kids look grown up with spouses and siblings of
their own. The ending is unbelievably corny, but in essence that is the
quality that we have come to love about the Brady's, a family who
doesn't have any real problems, so make up stupid things to fight over.
8. Peanut's Christmas: This cartoon has a nice Christmas
feeling to it and unites the whole Peanut's gang together in an effort to
perform a Christmas pageant. Charlie Brown is his usual pessimistic
self and Snoopy steals the show with his witty humor. It's one of those
cartoons that the holiday season just wouldn't be complete without.
7. The Muppet's Christmas Carol: A top ten list of Christmas
movies would not completed without at least one version of A
Christmas Carol. This edition was only released two years ago right
after the death of Jim Henson. The whole Muppet cast is showcased
with Kermit playing Bob Cratchit and Miss Piggy as Mrs. Cratchit.
Michael Caine does a good job as Scrooge playing one of the few
human parts in the movie. I like this version so much because the
message of A Christmas Carol is supplemented by the great humor of
the Muppets; Gonzo is probably the funniest, serving as narrator.
6. The Home Alone Movies: This choice is kind of a cop out
because I couldn't decide which one of the movies that I liked better
so lumped them together. Macauley Culkin owes his superstar status
to these two movies, and has never really been able to shake the
character of Kevin McCallister. Neither of these movies is worthy of
Oscar status, but for pure entertainment value and that Christmas
feeling that can't be beat.
5. Fat Albert's Christmas: Most of you probably didn't think
Fat Albert had a Christmas, but this is one of my favorites. Bill Cosby
provides the voices for the whole gang with his usual amount of
humor. The plot revolves around the gang's efforts at Christmas
shopping when on their way home they come across a woman who is
about to give birth. They bring the woman back to their clubhouse
where she gives birth on a snowy Christmas Eve. The special exemplifies
what made the show such a success in its day with a mix of humor and
morality that is missing from today's cartoons.
4. How the Grinch Stole Christmas: This Dr. Seuss classic is
a staple of every Christmas with its story of the detestable Grinch who
tries to ruin Christmas, but experiences a last minute change of heart.
The real magic of this special is the mix of James Earl Jones narration
along with the poetic words of Seuss. The combination of the two
weave a tale which hopes to exemplify the whole meaning of Christmas,
delivering a subtle social commentary that maybe we are often too
caught up in the materialism of Christmas.
3. A Christmas Story: This eleven year old movie has become
a classic as it tells the story of Ralphie and his obsession with getting
a Red Ryder B.B. gun for Christmas. His obsession is laughed at by
almost everyone ranging from his mother to his teacher who claim
"You'll shoot your eye out." Christmas Day comes and Ralphie
doesn't think he has gotten his "dream" gift, when to his surprise there
is one last gift hidden in the corner. The whole movie has a youthful
feel which makes us all remember back to that one gift we wished for
with all our heart.
2. Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer: Without a doubt one of
the best Christmas specials of all time, which I've probably seen close
to fifty times, yet never tire of it. Although made in the 1940's, it's
quirky animation and excellent narration (Burl Ives) still makes it a
favorite today. Every one knows the story and the song, but my
favorite characters are often the supporting ones like the would be
dentist and Cornelius who travel along with Rudolph.
1. The Miracle on 34th Street: I am of course referring to the
1947 classic and not the updated version in theaters now. This movie
is the essence of what Christmas is all about as it traces a little girl's
(Nathalie Wood) unbelief in Santa and puts her in contact with a
Macy's Santa (Edmund Gwenn) whose real name is Kris Kringle.
Together the two of them give us all a little bit of Christmas joy as
Kringle proves to her that Santa does exist by fulfilling her Christmas
wish that her mother could never have given her. It's the kind of movie
that reminds me of how I wish I felt every Christmas.
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Redman reveals WVOF's Top Ten Picks
of the Week
his darkside
Tim Welsh
WVOF Contributing Writer
Daryl Brown
Staff Writer
Redman
Dare iz a Darkside (PolyGram)
**** (out of 5)
The knappy-headed, blunt smokin',
funkadelic Superman lover has resurfaced
and has risen to the air waves once again. He
broadcasts somewhere on the Dark Side in
funk dwelling constructed by Reggie Noble
and foundation layered by Erick Sermon to
the poetry starved hip-hop junkies across
the country. He's BKA Redman.
You remember Redman don't you?
Well I'm going to refresh your memory. He
made his name after years of performing his
classic freestyle in the Tri-State area's
underground. EPMD gave the lyrical prodigy
some mic time on jams like "Hardcore" and
"Brother on my Jock." Not long after, Whut?
Thee Album was born. The gold debut is
now a hip-hop classic.
But back to the present. Hip-hop
has elevated since "Blow Your Mind"
pounced off the brick walls of the inner city.
So how does Redman's new release differ
from Whut?: Typical veteran blues like
barrage of stress, trials and tribulations, and
head-aches induced by the record industry,
not to mention the day to day challenge.
Dare Iz a Darkside stores all that frustration
one feels when trying to get ahead.
In a recent interview, Redman said,
"My meaning of the dark, deep and real. All
that shit I was going through, I was like 'This
don't make no sense.' So you know what?
I'm just gonna let shit go on this album to the
dark side, but they don't let it come out by

pretending and grinning up in your face, and
when they get home they are on a whole
different note. It wasn't about no gimmick.
It's strictly real. The shit is dark, but it's still
funky."
Yeah, it's funky all right. This
purveyor of reality has become synonymous
with the word funk while maintaining
realness and representing the East Coast in
this fight for universal supremacy. For this
CD, Redman taps his arsenal and pulls 17
full-length cuts. Like the first album, Dr.
Trevis introduces us to the album before the
lyrical dexterity drops. "Rockafella" is the
first single off the CD and is driven by deep
hypnotic basslines that are indicative of East
Coast funk. The jam is also a personal
dedication to his man Rockafella, who was
killed just before joining the Death Squad.
In "Cosmic Slop," Redman, Keith
Murray, and Erick Sermon all get equal time
to wreck shop on the track.
The problem with Dare does not
lie in the weed infested rhymes, but in the
production of Erick Sermon, who is still
riding off the success of his solo hits and the
success of Hit Squad and Death Squad acts.
He leaves creativity at the front door. His
bass heavy samples would have reigned
back in '89, but his lazy bass driven samples
are not fit to coincide with Redman' s abstract
poetry and ghetto humor. Luckily Redman
can keep the album afloat alone.
He has lyrical dexterity like Nas,
demonic overtones like Methodman, andmad amped delivery like Bustaryhmes. His
style and lyrics on this,- album are going to
continue to earn him respect from both the
East and West Coast alike.

Theatre Fairfield to
perform musical
Brian Lockhart
Contributing Writer
"More than just a collection of songs..."
Theatre Fairfield, Fairfield University's resident theatrical production company,
will christen its newly renovated performance space, the PepsiCo Theatre (formerly the Old
Playhouse), with a run of the musical revue "Starting Here, Starting Now."
"More thanjust a collection of songs..." this intimate, six person, three musician
show, set in the "here and now," is a compilation of 22 mini-sketches, each musical number
exploring the ups and downs, gives and takes of relationships.
"More than just a collection of songs..." Starting Here, Starting Now's, universal
subject matter will appeal to all ages, and especially to those who've enjoyed writers David
Shire and Richard Maltby, Jr's other masterpieces Baby and Closer Than Ever.
"More than just a collection of songs..." Director/Costume Designer Karen
Baranski and her husband, Musical Director/Musician Steve Baranski, are encouraging
performers Christopher Cause, Ryan McKinney, Erin Pender, Wendy Popeck, Luke
Wrobel, and Kimberly Zebick to bring their own personal experiences to'Starting':* music.
"More than jus{ a collection of songs..." the remainder of Producer Dr. Martha
LoMonaco's artistic staff, including Technical Director Barry Albright, Scenic and
Lighting Designer Karl Ruling, and musicians Roger Post and Eric Massimino, add their
own talents to Starling's merger of sight and sound.
Performances begin Wednesday, December 7th, and continue through Sunday,
December 11 th at the on-campus PepsiCo Theatre. All five evening shows begin at 8 p.m.,!
with a 4 p.m. matinee on Saturday and a 3 p.m. matinee on Sunday. Ticket prices are $3.00
for students with a valid I.D.
For ticket information and reservations call the PepsiCo box office at 254-4227.,

Great haircuts
Great prices
Now
$20.00 w/ student ID
(reg. $35 and $38)
professional manicure $8.00
(behind the Fairfield Store)
other special rates on waxing
A FULL SERVICE SALON
call for appointments
259-1649
26 Sherman Court

This week's version of the top ten focus* on Ska—that horn based form of
reggae that has been popular for years in Jamaica and England, and is currently growing
in popularity in America. To hear more ska music tune into The Horndogs on WVOF
88.5 FM from 3-5 pm every Tuesday afternoon.
1 The Mighty Mighty Bosstones Devils Night Out Staying true to their Ska
roots by combining traditional ska with hardcore, the Bosstones have become ahit with
college listeners for many years now. On this, one of their earliest albums, the Bosstones
show why they have become ska's greatest ambassadors to college radio.
2 ThePietasters The Pietasters Traditional ska with an ear for the '90s. This
D.C. based band is energetic and very catchy. Recently headlined on Moon Record's
Skavoovey 94 Tour, One of the best new Ska bands in years. They have a new album
due out in January.
3 The 2 Tone Collection A Checkered Past This compilation album offers
the best in late '70s British ska that influenced so many of today's ska bands. Includes
bands like The Specials, Madness, The Selector, The Beat, and the Bodysnatchers. A
Rudeboy must.
4 Mephiskapheles God Bless Satan '90s ska sound with a taste of the
demonic. This NYC band is very heavy yet at the same time danceabie. Check out the
Bumblebee Tuna Song.
5 The Mighty Mighty Bosstones Don''t Know How to Party Even though it
is not their best work, it was influential in getting ska known on college radio. Hits like
"Someday I Suppose" and "Don't Know How to Party" helped put American ska on the
map for a larger audience.
6 TheScoffiaws The Scofflaws This NYC outfit stays true to its.2 Tone roots
with its very catchy, tight, big band feel. No one can help but to skank to this one.
7 Mash It Up '93 This compilation of Boston ska gives off a very different
sound compared to the traditional NYC sound that is familiar to American ska fans.
Great performances by The Allstonians, Thumper, and The Incredible Casuals show that
ska is only getting bigger in America.
8 American Ska Thic Another compilation album that showcases the talents
of the midwest's best new ska bands. It has a little bit more relaxed, playful feel than
some of the other ska out there.
9 Skamageddon This massive compilation by Moon Records has 31 tracks
of Ska from all over America. It has a blend of '60s, 2 Tone, and' 90s sounds. Bands like
Active Culture, The Skunks, and Connecticut's own J.C. Superska show a bright future
for ska.
10 Spring Head Jack Connecticut Ska Recorded in Fairfield, this Monroe
band is one of the brightest hopes for ska in recent years. Very catchy and an amazing
live show. Play often in the area, socheck them out. Support local bands. An overall great
band.
Skank — A ska word with a two-fold meaning. 1) The common baseline in
many ska and reggae songs. 2) The running in place dance done by many Rudeboy s that
requires little thought and much energy.

R Blend o!
Traditional Jewish BJusIc & Jazz
with

T5he dKhy QKItama 'Una 'Uhe OZrafcautr rCrie —

THURSDAY, DEC. 8 at 8 PM
$20

bill t. jones/arne zane
One of the
significant
dance events
of the
season

c0^<C W /i

The dancers... are among the best in American modem dance..."
-AnnaKisselgoff/TheNewYorkTimes

SATURDAY, DEC. 10 at 8 PM_
$25,22,19
GREAT SEATS, GREAT ACOUSTICS, GREAT PRICES
HOLIDAY GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

Discounts: Groups, Students, Seniors
MasterCard/Visa Accepted

UICK
CENTER 203-254-401!
**«*»d
ATFAIRFIEUDUNIVERSITr

50%
Discount
at all
times
for
Fairfield
students
and staff

Day of
show
RUSH
tickets
only
forFU
Students
&

Staff
(W am 5 pm)
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Book Review

Places

The Ryer Avenue Story
Dorothy Uhnak
Melissa Masikiewicz
Staff Writer
It's an open-and-shut murder case. Just hours after Stanley Paycek announces to
an entire bar room his intentions on killing Walter Stachiew, Stanley is found beating
Walter's corpse with a shovel. No one is sorry when Stanley— a known drunkard, brawler,
and wife and child beater— is sentenced to execution for his final horrendous crime. The
only problem is that Stanley doesn't actually remember committing the murder, and his son
Willie is more than happy to explain, just as he says goodbye to his father, what really
happened that night.
The Ryer Avenue Story, by Dorothy Uhnak, is carefully crafted to tell the story
through the lives of Willie and five others who were at the murder scene. The hopes,
accomplishments, and secrets of Danny, Megan, Eugene, I^en, and Charley are revealed as
they go their separate ways. Although four decades pass, they remain bound together by
their guilty secret— a secret which could cost them everything.
The novel provides a haunting look at the inner thoughts of Willie Paycek, who
defines the word outcast. He grew up bullied by the boys and avoided by the girls. His
teachers were repulsed by him, and his family didn't seem to care about him. And he
accepted that role, until the night of the murder. Willie had been a part of the crowd for one
night that changed everything, but the next day he was nothing but an outcast again.
Willie becomes obsessed with paying them back. Dreaming of the day they'll all
be sorry, he begins to collect every detail about their lives— the people they meet, influence,
corrupt, and love. He records their public lives, their private lives. And he waits for the
perfect time to bring their worlds down.
The Ryer Avenue Story is a page-turner containing more than a few surprises.
Uhnak's characters experience illness, blackmail, abuse, World War II, and love. Megan
fights her way into a traditionally male profession and Eugene discovers greed in the top
ranks of the Catholic Church, while Ben learns to embrace his heritage. Danny's future may
hold a Presidential nomination, and Charley finds out about a family secret which changes
everything. This unforgettable novel fully explores the concepts Qf revenge, guilt, success,
friendship, power, and the responsibilities attached to them.

Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year from
the A&E staff!!
AMK*

24 HOURS

Towing & Transport

(203) 334'T^JLS (5953)
* STUDENT DISCOUNT*4WD TRANSPORT
^FLATBED SERVICE*WHEEL LIFT SERVICE*
*CORVETTE & PORSCHE SPECIALISTS*
All college students receive 30%
Discount off CT State Rates
Whatever Make Car You Have
We Can Tow It!!!
If Your Vehicle is Four Wheel Drive
We Specialize in Transporting All Wheel Drive Vehicles!!
Accident or Breakdown, keep our # handy.
One call to us and we will come right out.
In an accident, request that we tow the car and we have
a full repair facility at Citizen's Auto Body Inc. to accomodate
all repair jobs from small fender benders to
heavy collision work to break downs.

We also tow for many fine car dealerships in the Fairfield and Westport
area. One call to us and we get your car there
and take care of the paperwork!!
7 DAYS

24 HOURS

W

24 HOURS
7 DAYS
ACCIDENT
BREAKDOWN
ONE CALL
WE DO IT
ALL

Towing & Transport

Located at 1475 King's Hwy. E.
at Citizen's Auto Body Inc
STUDENT DISCOUNT
Towing 30% off with card
. (203)334-KYLE(5953)
Auto Body

Repairs
I'M I
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The Maritime Center
of Norwalk
Lori Zampiva
Contributing Writer

of children. An assortment of live horseshoe
crabs, snails, spider crabs, and starfish are
on display for the kids to touch and ask
In hiking boots, jeans, and an questions about.
aquamarine polo shirt, Vicki paced back
Traveling in what seems a
and forth atop a cluster of artificial boulders downward spiral, deep in the center of the
surrounded by water. Her voice echoed in Aquarium is the shark tank. This tank is
the open, empty room. "The feeding will specially treated with a series of pumps
begin in a few minutes," she announced.
and tanks to create an ocean like
A swarm of school children filed atmosphere. There are various sharks
through the doorway, straight towards her, including the Sandbar, White, and Blacktip
pointing and squealing with excitement. sharks. A two year old girl waddles forward,
Vicki reached into a silver pail and held a awe struck, and presses her hands to the
raw fish in the air. In an instant, the heads glass. Her mother, laughing, says, "Seven
of six Long Island harbor seals bobbed o'clock this morning all I heard was 'the
eagerly in the water before her.
sharks, the sharks, let's go see the sharks'."
"Oh let's see," she announced,
Maritime Hall is a museum of
pointing out each of the seals, "We have maritime history. An exhibition of nautical
Polly, Tilly (a big drooler), Layta, Mira (a vessels from Native American dug-out
chomper), Suzy, Eve, and Vera." Petting canoes to modern day Sunfish sailboats are
and rubbing noses with each she explained, suspended from the ceiling above an active
"To them, herring are like hot fudge boat shop. In the shop, actual boats are
sundaes."
being constructed, so that their different
The harbor seal exhibit is just one stages may be seen by visitors. This exhibit
of many attractions at the Maritime Center is a permanent part of the Maritime Center.
in Norwalk. Built in 1988, The Maritime
The Center also featureschanging
Center is a museum and educational center interactive exhibits, currently, Mysteries
that encourages and excites curiosity, as of the Bog. This exhibit focuses on the
well as appreciation of science. The center importance of the bog, a naturally acidic
gives Long Island Sound a place in the field wetland, in history. Visitors can learn many
of global ecology. Located on the Norwalk interesting facts about the bog, as well as
River, the Maritime Center consists of an the carnivorous plants that grow in it and
aquarium, a museum, and an IMAX theater. the legend of the "bogeyman." Mysteries
The Maritime Aquarium is solely of the Bog is a new addition to the Maritime
devoted to th( 1 ing Island Sound. It has 20 Center and will run for approximately one
habitats stocked with 125 species year.
indigenous to the Sound. All levels of life
One of the most exciting
are represented, from oysters and seas- ar actions at the Center is the IMAX
stars to bluefish and nine foot sharks. Harbor theater. IMAX, or Image MaximumTheater
seal feedings, hands on displays, and is one of a kind in Connecticut. The screen,
interactive devices also enhance the eight stories high and six stories wide, has
experience.
a six channel surround sound as well.
The Aquarium's entrance is a Currently, a new film titled "Destiny in
dimly lit circular hall leading to the "Fragile Space" is playing. Narrated by Star Trek's
Nursery of the Sea," several small exhibition Leonard Nimoy, it examines the future of
tanks which tell the story of the salt marsh. space exploration. Shuttle launches are
In addition to the living creatures, there are actually felt, and rides across rugged and
also several audio/video machines offering colorful terrains of planets are truly seatinformation about pipe fish, moon jellyfish, gripping in the IMAX theater. Also playing
and horseshoe crabs. Further down the hall is "Titanica," which takes its audience
is "Life Between the Tides," where the down to the wreck of the Titanic.
Tautog and Cunner fish swim among
After a wild adventure at the
artificial pilings, boulders, or sandy movies, a visit to the Oyster Bar or Captain's
bottoms. A friendly worker at the Aquari um Galley Snack bar is in order. Here, visitors
tells the onlookers the story of one fish. can enjoy clam chowder, spiced shrimp,
"The Tautog, well, they have two sets of and oysters and clams on the half shell.
Classroom programs, field
teeth, one in the front and one down in their
throats. They grind things in their throat, explorations and other educational
crush them. When we're feeding, you can opportunities are available as well at the
hear it go 'rrrr' way down there." Later, he Maritime Center.
gives a hands on demonstration to a group
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Lady Stags suffer losses, but reach the magic 300
Dan Martin
Sports Editor
There is something to be
said for facing tough competition
early in the year. It can build
character and «• *e the bumps that
come along in the road during a
long, treacherous season. That is
what Fairfield's women's
basketball team must look at to
find some positives through four
games this year. The squad's record
stands at 1-3, following
consecutive losses to Cleveland
State and St. John's.
On Tuesday night, the
Lady Stags learned another lesson,
falling to St. John's, 83-47.
Fairfield trailed from the outset,
down 43-23 at the half. The game

showed that despite the team's
success in recent years in the
MAAC, they are not ready to take
the next step and be able to compete
with programs at a higher level,
like Big East foes St. John's and
Miami.
One might hope that the
experience of competing against
teams that are in the upper echelon
of women's hoops will make this
season's run at the MAAC
championship considerably easier.
Despite the losses, there are bright
spots. The season opener against
Miami was a difficult one from the
opening tip-off. The Lady Stags
trailed throughout the game, falling
behind by as many as 19 points.
But Fairfield was able to claw its
way back into the game, getting it

back into single digits on several
occasions. "They could have given
up, but they didn't," team chaplain
Fr. Simon Harak said. "That's not
how this team plays."
Although the score was,
at times, lopsided, Miami's starters
were forced to play the entire game
because of the constant pressure
that Fairfield put on them even in
the final minutes of the game.
What hurt the team was
the 30 turnovers committed, "You
can' t have that kind of number and
expect to beat a good team," Fr.
Harak said. But the Lady Stags'
hustle paid off in the following
game against Central Connecticut
State.
In front of a home opener
crowd of 1074, among the largest

Intramural update
Matt Capuzzi
Staff Writer
i

The intramural basketball
season has gotten off to a fast start.
Many teams have shown that they
have not missed a beat since last
year. In the fierce A Division,
Darkside and the Super Sophs have
emerged as favorites. Darkside,
who is undefeated, beat the Rooks
in a close contest, led by Scott
Torello and Chris Clarke. The
Super Sophs are led by the phenom
marauder, Colin Rigby.
In the B Division, Talkin'
Trash looks to be able to back up

their talk, with the Regulators and
the Dope Dirtballs right behind.
Ben Stanton' s Team Tugis has been
far short of excellent, but are still a
threat. In the C's, the Bo Bo Boys,
led by Joe Sardella, seem to be the
team to beat. Regis I has also
played well, staying undefeated
through two weeks of play. The
Untouchables
have
been
impressive, due solely to the
sizzling jumper of Joe "Money"
Ryan.
In women's play,
Tragedies leads the division, with

Kara Burmaster and Heather
Knight guiding the team. Sarah
Truscinski' s Running Women look
to present the most formidable
challenge.
Co-Rec is an open race.
We Blowfish still have not lost, led
byRosanneSalonia. Counterparts,
behind Mark Jarmon and Sharon
Beaudette, are also undefeated.
RUTH has stayed tight with the
quickness of Julie Webb and the
ability of Greg Vierhelig to swat
the women.
ATHLETES OF THE WEEK:
Scott Torello and Julie Webb.

Stags having great success, look
to avoid slump
(Continued from p. 16)
November 19th, and used two
goals and an assist from Michael
Condelli, combined with three
assists from the team's lead scorer,
Daniel Braasch, to win on the road
at Suffolk 4-1 on November 29th.
The Stags are one win
away from equaling last year's 80 start, one of the best in the
program's history, and look to
avoid the mid-season slump (0-31) which plagued last year's team
after it's eighth victory. Head
coach Dr. John McCarthy is
confident that the 1994-1995 Stags
will have a better January than last
year's squad.
"I'm very pleased and the
team is playing very well," coach
McCarthy said. "It's a different
team from last year and they seem
to be very cohesive."
Dr. McCarthy also plans
to reduce the final exam/Christmas
practice hiatus from three weeks
to two and have some practice
during the first week of final
exams.
"The three week layoff

may or may not have contributed
to the slump last year, but any time
you're off the ice for that long
there will be some effect," Dr.
McCarthy said.
Fairfield has been getting
the expected solid play from the
first line of Greg Stone (5-5-10),
Anthony Spinelli (2-6-8), and Dan
Arel (4-3-7), in addition to great
play from freshmen such as Daniel
Braasch (4-8-12), defensemen
Marc Spellane, and what the head
coach termed "a pleasant surprise"
in Michael Condelli (4-1-5).
McCarthy has been
especially pleased with the
defensive play of the Stags who
have allowed 12 goals through
seven games and only five at even
strength.
In goal tending statistics,
Murphy and Brian Manning have
had shutouts in each of their starts
while #1 goalie Steve Woodward
has saved 124 of 136 shots (91.2%)
and has a GAA of 2.40.
One of the main areas of
improvement over last year's team
that McCarthy sees so far is in the

ever at Alumni Hall, the Lady Stags
put on a show that should bring the
fans back in even larger numbers.
Fairfield blew its intrastate rivals
off of the court, winning 90-68, for
the program's 300th victory, a
tremendous accomplishment. Not
only did the home crowd witness a
very good basketball game and a
milestone, it was also treated to a
halftime appearance by the
"Subway Man," who, along with
his partner dressed as a Subway
hero, ran around the gym, throwing
sandwiches all over the place. This
whole scene provided evidence that
college students simply do not eat
enough, because the melee that
ensued froifi people racing for food
was frightening.
That action was topped

only by that seen during the game.
Crisp distribution of the ball from
Erin Mooney and some tremendous
passing from Christine Fryer
enabled the Lady Stags to run
circles around their opponents.
The team then traveled to
Cleveland State where they
remained close behind the home
team throughout, but fell short.
With approximately three minutes
left in the game, Fairfield trailed
by only three points, but ran out of
gas and could not score again.
The Lady Stags should
improve as the season progresses
and they begin to face opponents
closer to their level. Still, the squad
is undefeated at home and its win
was aided substantially by the
crowd's support, which will
hopefully continue.

Swimmers have record
breaking week
Rick Thomson
Staff Writer
When it comes to Christmas gifts, many people say that
it is better to give than to receive. With the holiday season
approaching, the Fairfield University .swir; team evidently has
gotten into the holiday spirit. Both the men' s and women's squads
have been giving a tremendous effort in the pool and are getting
high praise from coach Phil Palumbo. "This team is swimming as
well as any team I have coached at Fairfield," Palumbo said, who
is in his fifth year as head coach. "However, you can't always tell
by the score."
Just before the Thanksgiving break, the Stags and Lady
Stags put forth a record breaking performance against an extremely
talented Seton Hall squad. Senior captain Chris McTague set
school records in both the 100 yard fly and the 400 yard individual
medley. In addition, Mike Griek topped the old Fairfield University
mark in the 200 yard backstroke. On the women's side, captain
Danielle Raccasi also worked her way into the University record
books with her time in the 100 yard breaststroke. Despite these
unprecedented times, the men's team was only able to come away
with a tie and the women were defeated. "Four events were
decided by less than one second and Seton Hall won them all,"
Palumbo said. "I am disappointed but pleased at the same time."
Over this past weekend, both teams were winners against
St. Francis. The Stags churned to a 119-90 victory, while the
women stormed the pool and came away with a 129-78 triumph.
"We moved some people around in this meet," Palumbo said,
"But you still need to swim fast and we did."
For the Lady Stags, Sheila Learsy, Anne Gallagher and
Jill Bozza each won two events. The men were led by McTague's
two victories, as well as single wins by Griek, Jason Burns, Scott
Malone and Mark Ruddy.
The men, whose overall record improved to 2-6-1 and
the women, who are 4-5, will both be at home Wednesday to face
Marist. The first race is slated for 6 p.m. This is the last meet until
after the winter hiatus and could prove to be very important as
Fairfield attempts to gather some momentum before finishing its
schedule in January before heading into the MAAC championships
in February.

Stags' performance on the power
play where they are an extremely
high 39.5% (17 for 43). While the
Stags gave up three power play
goals in their recent game against
Curry, they still have a solid penalty
killing percentage of 86..5% (32
kills in 37 attempts).
The Stags played Western
New England last night and should
have an easy game on Saturday at
home versus Scranton, a team they
beat on the road 7-0 on November
13th with 50 plus shots on goal.
The real test for the
undefeated Stags will come on
January 7th when last year's ECAC
South champion, Skidmore, comes
to the Wonderland of Ice.
"Skidmore is the only
team division that
I feel can beat us,"
McCarthy said of
the squad who
swept the Stags
Cash for Seniors!
last year. "The
winners of those Members of the Class of '95 could receive financial assistance to meet that last tuition bill this
games (the second spring.
is at Skidmore on As their senior gift to Fairfield, the Class of 1983 established a scholarship fund to recognize a
of each senior class who has contributed significandy to the quality of life at Fairfield
February 12th) member
through participation in campus and community activities.
will win the
In addition to extracurricular involvement, students will be evaluated on their academic record (a
division."

minimum G.P.A. of 2.5 is required), financial need, and a letter of support from a faculty, staff, or
administration member (recommended but not required).

OWN YOUR OWN BUSINESS!
GREAT EXPERIENCE for Management, Economics, Accounting
and Finance Majors. Outlets available throughout the United States.
CALL 1-800-346-4649.

The award, which will pay out approximately $544 this spring, will be applied directly to the
recipient's tuition.
Class of 1983 scholarship applications are available at the Alumni House, right at the Round Hill
Road entrance to campus.
The deadline for returning completed applications is Wednesday, December 21 by 4:00 p.m.
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Laura Gleason: Confidence Personified
David Russo
Staff Writer
When I approached Laura
Gleason about doing a profile on
her, she was not interested. After
being convinced to do it, the 1993
MAAC Volleyball Player of the
Year was still reluctant to speak of
her accomplishments. She is a shy
person and a team player, but has
emerged as a true leader on the
Fairfield University women's
volleyball team.
But it was a
rough start for this well decorated
athlete.
Laura was recruited
heavily out of Columbia High
School in Rensellaer, New York,
where she excelled. In her junior
year, Gleason was named to the
league all-star team in only her
third year of playing volleyball.
As a senior, she was again an allstar, while also being voted the
team's Most Valuable Player.
Laura expected to perform just as
well at Fairfield, but it would not
be easy.
"Fairfield
was
a
completely different atmosphere
than high school. It was much more

intense and I was very intimidated,"
said Gleason.
Gleason
lacked
confidence during her freshman
year and her coaches responded to
that by playing her in very specific
situations. She is a middle hitter
with superb killing abilities and
her coaches felt that was the only
situation in which she was capable
of playing. The theory severely
limited her playing time.
During freshman year,
Laura was told that she needed to
develop an attitude. She disagreed.
"You can't have an attitude if you
make mistakes," Gleason said,
"and I was making a lot of them."
Gleason's raw talent
needed to be channeled and in the
next summer, it was. Before her
sophomore year, she was selected
to the Adirondack Team of the
Empire State Games, where her
team won the silver medal, an
unprecedented feat for the team.
Laura began to feel
confident in her game and in 1993,
this would prove to be dangerous
for her opponents. As sophomore
year progressed, Laura was
emerging as a force in the Metro

Atlantic Athletic Conference, as
well as in the rest of Division I
women's volleyball.
Midway through the 1993
season, Laura was ranked sixth in
the nation in blocks and her attack
percentage was on the rise.
Unfortunately, the Lady Stags were
not enjoying as much success,
failing to qualify for the MAAC
Tournament. That letdown was at
least partially made up for when
Gleason was named MAAC Player
of the year.
"I was shocked," Gleason
said. "The team did not make it to
the MAACs and I didn't think that
I had a chance to win. I was
ecstatic."
The accolades did not stop
there. Laura was also named to the
AU-MAAC Team and the AllMAAC Academic Team after a
year in which she dominated
statistically. The insecure player
only one year earlier had arrived.
The hours of extra practice with
the assistant coaches had finally
paid off. Laura had developed the
confidence which she needed to
take advantage of her skills.
With many personal goals

achieved, Gleason then set her
sights on a MAAC title. In 1994,
the Lady Stags consisted of all
returning players and seemed to
have the stability* necessary to
compete on the highest level.
That stability would soon
crumble. When their head coach,
Ed Bengermino became ill early in
the season, the team was forced to
rally around a young and
inexperienced assistant, Lisa
Anderson, who assumed the head
coaching responsibilities in the
interim.
The Lady Stags were
lacking confidence early in the
season and Gleason was struggling.
She was developing knee problems
which severely inhibited her
abilities on the court. "I knew that
I would not be able to perform at
the level I had in 1993 due to my
knee problems," Gleason said.
The team was able to
overcome its early season
difficulties and Laura was able to
play despite her pain, inspiring her
teammates to reach new heights.
After qualifying for the
MAAC Tournament, the squad

defeated Iona in the semifinals,
before eventually falling to Siena
in the finals.
Laura played well in the
tournament, leading
with 17
kills and a .487 attack percentage
in the semis. She was voted to the
MAAC All-Tournament team,
along with teammate Nicole
Arzillo.
Gleason was also named
to the 1994 All-MAAC team, an
accolade which she was shocked
to receive despite having led the
conference in blocking average
(1.41) and was fifth in kills average
(3.12).
The volleyball star
manages the men's lacrosse team,
a sport that she wishes she was able
to play. She also enjoys football
and any other sports with a lot of
contact. "I wish I was a guy so I
could play those sports," said
Gleason.
"My best quality is that I
bring a sense of security to the
team," Gleason said. "If I am
playing well, my teammates will
be more relaxed and play with a
higher confidence level."

Stags "show me" something out in Missouri
(Continued from p. 16)
Bowman led the way with a careerhigh 31 points, as well as 12
boards. The forward credited his
teammates with getting him the
ball where he could do damage.

Greg Francis (15) and Sytulek (13)
also played impressively. They hit
77% of their foul shots and 63% on
threes. The Stags benefited from

quick ball movement and execution
of Coach Paul Cormier's half court
offense. Bowman (22ppg.) and
Sytulek (17.5) were named to the
A 1 1 Tournament
team.
The
team headed
to Missouri 20 thanks to a
sweep over
MidAmerican
Conference
members
Akron, 74-64
and Toledo,
82-59. In the
victory over
Akron,
Francis scored
a career-high
21 points, to
hold off the
stubborn Zips.
Bowman

added 17 and Meishay Gattis
stopped Tom Jenkins who, despite
netting 27 points, was forced into
critical errant shots and turnovers
in the last five minutes.
Last year Fairfield lost to
Toledo 85-69. Stag freshman Brent
Wall, then a recruit, was in person
for the game and vowed revenge.
He lived up to his talk, hitting 6-7
3- point shots, which tied Gattis'
record set last year. Toledo was
buried by halftime, trailing 47-25.
Bowman again had 17 to lead the
Stags. He, along with Sytulek and
Francis have been the offensive
leaders. TheStagsjumpedouttoa
14-2 lead, putting the game away.
The team shot 10-18 from long
range, starting a trend for good
shooting from beyond 19'9".
Their field goal shooting has been
over 50% and their defense has
rarely tired and the i fj Tense has
freed dm as Cormier can go two
deep at every position. Attendance
at the Toledo game was paltry,
which can be partly explained by

the simultaneous concert at the
Quick Center, but the absence of
many students is inexcusable.
NOTES: The game
against Hartford last night
was after deadline. The team
travels to Kent St. with a National
Guard escort. But seriously, there
are only SEVEN home games left
while students are here.
Monmouth is the only home
game left before the break and
the team is exciting, so come out
and support them next Tuesday
at 8. There is a home game on
January 17, the day we get back
from break. Homework is not an
option.and the game is against
Canisius, likely the toughest team
the Stags will face at Alumni. Their
entire front court was named to the
preseason All-MAAC First Team.
The Griffs could be the toughest
task the Stags face to running the
table for 11 home games. Fairfield
lost 76-73 at home to Canisius last
year and with consistent play and
your boisterous support, a positive
outcome seems likely.

Value: 1. The desirability or worth of a
thing.
2. A bargain.
3. Jersey Mike's Giant Size
submarine and salads.
ThePlacejoEat...

Marines
The Feu. ThePwad. The.Marines.

MARINE OFFICER

If you are interested in becoming an Officer
of Marines or want more information, call
Captain Klocek or Staff Sergeant Danehy at
1-800-255-8762
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10% off with student ID (offer not valid with other couptt as
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Hockey keeps knocking
off its competition

Out in
Left
Field
Hey Santa! Read this
Dan Martin
Sports Editor

Kevin Ryan helps lead the Stags to a 7-0 start.
Robbie Meisch
Staff Writer
The Fairfield hockey
team improved to 7-0 on the season
with a 7-4 win at Wesley an and a 60 shutout ofWentworth at home in
games this past weekend.
In Friday's game at
Wesleyan, the Stags took a 2-1
lead on a shorthanded goal by
senior co-captain Greg Stone and a
power play goal by Brian Murray
(assist Dan Arel) late in the first
period. With the game tied at 2-2,
the Stags got goals from Ryan
Murray (assist Scott Toczylowski
and Chris Thomas) and Stone
(assist John Resnick) for a 4-2 lead
heading into the final period.
The Stags scored third

photo: S. Warner

period goals at 8:09 by Michael
Condelli (assist Arel) and on a
powerplayat 13:24byKevinRyan
(assists Resnick and Daniel
Braasch). Wesleyan scored two
quick goals to narrow the gap to 64 but could get no closer and a Dan
Arel goal (assist Mike Ogar and
David Dudley) with 18 seconds
left provided for the 7-4 Stags
victory. Goalkeeper Steve
Woodward had 39 saves for the
Stags.
The Stags returned home
on Saturday to face Wentworth
and scored four power play goals
on their way to a 6-0 shutout.
After a scoreless first
period, the Stags erupted for four
second period goals, the last three
on the power play. The scoring

started at 18:50 on a Kevin Ryan
goal (assist Brian Murray) followed
by David Dudley (assist Stone) at
6:09, Russell Flynne (assist Ogar)
at 5:18, and John Resnick (assist
Stone) at 3:50.
The Stags added two
goals in the third by way of James
O'Leary (assist Adam Mclnerney
and Toczylowski) and a power play
goal by Dan Arel (assist Flynne) at
4:13.
Sophomore goalkeeper
Peter Murphy recorded the shutout
in his first appearance of the year,
saving all 20 shots he faced:
In games previous to last
weekend, the Stags beat Curry
College 6-4 in a home game on

(Continued on p. 16)

Stags get the ball rolling
Dan Flynn
Staff Writer
The Fairfield Stags spent
last weekend in Cape Girardeau,
Missouri at the River City Classic
and split their two games at
Southeast Missouri State, givjng
them a 3-1 record. The team lost to
the host team 82-75 and then
destroyed Alcorn State, 99-75.
In Friday' s loss, the Stags
were never out of the game.
Freshman Shane Miller, playing
his best game in college, hit a three
for the last of his 16 points that cut
Fairfield's deficit to 78-75 with
1:47 left. Fairfield never scored
again. Scott Sytulek had a monster
game, with 22 points, nine
rebounds. Shannon Bowman (13
points, 8 rebounds) and Sean Clarke
(11 points, 5-5 FG) also played
well. Fairfield suffered from
behind the 3-point line, shooting
4-20. In addition, something can
be said for home cooking: The
Stags had 12 second half fouls, SE
Mo. St. had 4.
Any disappointment from
that closely contested game was
quickly forgotten after the Stags'
24 point win over Alcorn State.

(Continued on page 14)

Greg Francis has provided offensive spark to the Stags' fast start.

This Week:
Inside Sports...

.

Men's basketball
and hockey doing
well; Profile:
Laura Gleason

""Twas the night before Christmas, when at a certain school,
an editor was hiding, for he looked like a fool."
Well, I guess I had better not drop out of college and go into
prognosticating. While I never claimed to be Jimmy the Greek, I seem
to have a bit of egg on my face, even if it is only four games into the
men's basketball season.
Only a few short weeks ago, I wrote that the Stags didn't have
much chance for success. But they have looked good so far, particularly
against the University of Toledo. Although I predicted a subpar
season, I am very willing to look like the village idiot if it means that
I get to watch an exciting basketball team.
With jolly old St. Nick getting set to take off, it's about time
I got around to making my Christmas wish list. I think that I've been
pretty good this year, so I'm hoping that old Kris Kringle will hold up
his end of the bargain.
Dear Santa:
First, I hope you are doing well. Second, I can' t put my finger
on what I did wrong last year that made you punish me so thoroughly
this year. Thank you for letting the Rangers win the Stanley Cup. But
then you made Notre Dame and the Giants really bad. And worst of
all, you turned into the Grinch and after allowing the Yankees to run
away with the American League East, you stole it away from me. You
can be a vicious, evil man,Santa. Buthere'swhatl'mgoingtodo. I'm
going to let you try to make up for your terrible deeds this Christmas.
For this ChristmasI want the Yankees to win the World Series. But before that,
I want every baseball owrter, player, manager, umpire, announcer and
clubhouse guy to get a big stocking full of coal in it.
I want the Giants to win the Super Bowl. It is still possible
for them to make the playoffs, with only about 97 things having to
happen first. If nothing else, at least make the Cowboys lose, so all of
their front-running fans can go back to rooting for the 49ers like they
did five years ago.
I want Notre Dame to win the national championship, but not
even you can do that. So I'll settle for both Nebraska and Penn State
winning their bowl games, so that everything gets messed up and
nobody is a true champion. Then maybe you can make the NCAA
develop a playoff system so that we don't have to go through this every
year.
I want Duke center Cherokee Parks to fall on his coach, Mike
Kryziewski, knocking them both out for the year. I know Duke is a
clean program that takes pride in its academic credentials, but both of
them really, really annoy me.
I want to see the Rangers' Stanley Cup banner go up to the
rafters of Madison Square Garden. I didn't care as much about that
until I saw that Martina Navratilova just got one. A tennis player has
a banner after playing thereabout 10 times and the Rangers don't after
54 years. Sure, that makes sense.
I want the men's and women's basketball teams to win the
MAACs and go to the NCAA Tournament. I know this is a stretch, but
anything is possible and I want to be able to say, at least once before
I leave Fairfield, "We're going to the Dance, baby!"
I want a big, yellow bulldozer and a crane with a wrecking
ball to smash the roof off of Alumni Hall. Then I want a new facility
that is appropriate for a Division I school. Most importantly, put a
hockey rink in it so that students can see the team that is 7-0, without
having to risk their lives by driving through Bridgeport in the middle
of the night and so the team doesn't have to play in an arena where it
looks like a hard check will land a player in the parking lot.
I want a football team at Fairfield. They don't even have to
win a game.
That's about it. Thanks for whatever you give me. I advise
you to get these things done, fat man. You messed with the wrong little
boy last year and I know where you live. Enjoy the milk and cookies.

Next Week:

Finals!
Merry Christmas!
See you in
January

